ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES

Unit – 1. INTRODUCTION
Humankind has given itself the scientific name homo sapiens—man the wise—because our
mental capacities are so important to our everyday lives and our sense of self. The field of
artificial intelligence, or AI, attempts to understand intelligent entities. Thus, one reason to
study it is to learn more about ourselves. But unlike philosophy and psychology, which are also
concerned with intelligence, AI strives to build intelligent entities as well as understand them.
Another reason to study AI is that these constructed intelligent entities are interesting and
useful in their own right. AI has produced many significant and impressive products even at
this early stage in its development. Although no one can predict the future in detail, it is clear
that computers with human-level intelligence (or better) would have a huge impact on our
everyday lives and on the future course of civilization.
AI addresses one of the ultimate puzzles. How is it possible for a slow, tiny brain, whether
biological or electronic, to perceive, understand, predict, and manipulate a world far larger and
more complicated than itself? How do we go about making something with those properties?
These are hard questions, but unlike the search for faster-than-light travel or an antigravity
device, the researcher in AI has solid evidence that the quest is possible. All the researcher has
to do is look in the mirror to see an example of an intelligent system.
AI is one of the newest disciplines. It was formally initiated in 1956, when the name was coined,
although at that point work had been under way for about five years. Along with modern
genetics, it is regularly cited as the "field I would most like to be in" by scientists in other
disciplines. A student in physics might reasonably feel that all the good ideas have already been
taken by Galileo, Newton, Einstein, and the rest, and that it takes many years of study before
one can contribute new ideas. AI, on the other hand, still has openings for a full-time Einstein.
The study of intelligence is also one of the oldest disciplines. For over 2000 years, philosophers
have tried to understand how seeing, learning, remembering, and reasoning could, or should,
be done.' The advent of usable computers in the early 1950s turned the learned but armchair
speculation concerning these mental faculties into a real experimental and theoretical
discipline.
Many felt that the new "Electronic Super-Brains" had unlimited potential for intelligence.
"Faster Than Einstein" was a typical headline. But as well as providing a vehicle for creating
artificially intelligent entities, the computer provides a tool for testing theories of intelligence,
and many theories failed to withstand the test—a case of "out of the armchair, into the fire."
AI has turned out to be more difficult than many at first imagined, and modem ideas are much
richer, more subtle, and more interesting as a result.
AI currently encompasses a huge variety of subfields, from general-purpose areas such as
perception and logical reasoning, to specific tasks such as playing chess, proving mathematical
theorems, writing poetry, and diagnosing diseases. Often, scientists in other fields move
gradually into artificial intelligence, where they find the tools and vocabulary to systematize
and automate the intellectual tasks on which they have been working all their lives. Similarly,
workers in AI can choose to apply their methods to any area of human intellectual endeavor.
In this sense, it is truly a universal field.

The ones on top are concerned with thought processes and reasoning, whereas the ones on
the bottom address behavior. Also, the definitions on the left measure success in terms of
human performance, whereas the ones on the right measure against an ideal concept of
intelligence, which we will call rationality. A system is rational if it does the right thing. This
gives us four possible goals to pursue in artificial intelligence, as seen in the caption of Figure
1.1.

Acting humanly: The Turing Test approach The Turing Test, proposed by Alan Turing (1950),
was designed to provide a satisfactory operational definition of intelligence. Turing defined
intelligent behavior as the ability to achieve human-level performance in all cognitive tasks,
sufficient to fool an interrogator. Roughly speaking, the test he proposed is that the computer
should be interrogated by a human via a teletype, and passes the test if the interrogator cannot
tell if there is a computer or a human at the other end. For now, programming a computer to
pass the test provides plenty to work on. The computer would need to possess the following
capabilities:
natural language processing to enable it to communicate successfully in English (or some
other human language); knowledge representation to store information provided before or
during the interrogation; automated reasoning to use the stored information to answer
questions and to draw new conclusions; machine learning to adapt to new circumstances and
to detect and extrapolate patterns.
Turing's test deliberately avoided direct physical interaction between the interrogator and the
computer, because physical simulation of a person is unnecessary for intelligence. However,
the so-called total Turing Test includes a video signal so that the interrogator can test the
subject's perceptual abilities, as well as the opportunity for the interrogator to pass physical

objects "through the hatch." To pass the total Turing Test, the computer will need computer
vision to perceive objects, and robotics to move them about.
Within AI, there has not been a big effort to try to pass the Turing test. The issue of acting
like a human comes up primarily when AI programs have to interact with people, as when an
expert system explains how it came to its diagnosis, or a natural language processing system
has a dialogue with a user. These programs must behave according to certain normal
conventions of human interaction in order to make themselves understood. The underlying
representation and reasoning in such a system may or may not be based on a human model
Thinking humanly: The cognitive modelling approach
If we are going to say that a given program thinks like a human, we must have some way of
determining how humans think. We need to get inside the actual workings of human minds.
There are two ways to do this: through introspection—trying to catch our own thoughts as
they go by—or through psychological experiments. Once we have a sufficiently precise theory
of the mind, it becomes possible to express the theory as a computer program. If the program's
input/output and timing behavior matches human behavior, that is evidence that some of the
program's mechanisms may also be operating in humans. For example, Newell and Simon, who
developed GPS, the "General Problem Solver" (Newell and Simon, 1961), were not content to
have their program correctly solve problems. They were more concerned with comparing the
trace of its reasoning steps to traces of human subjects solving the same problems. This is in
contrast to other researchers of the same time (such as Wang (I960)), who were concerned
with getting the right answers regardless of how humans might do it. The interdisciplinary field
of cognitive science brings together computer models from AI and experimental techniques
from psychology to try to construct precise and testable theories of the workings of the human
mind. Although cognitive science is a fascinating field in itself, we are not going to be discussing
it all that much in this book. We will occasionally comment on similarities or differences
between AI techniques and human cognition. Real cognitive science, however, is necessarily
based on experimental investigation of actual humans or animals, and we assume that the
reader only has access to a computer for experimentation.
Thinking rationally: The laws of thought approach
The Greek philosopher Aristotle was one of the first to attempt to codify "right thinking," that
is, irrefutable reasoning processes. His famous syllogisms provided patterns for argument
structures that always gave correct conclusions given correct premises. For example, "Socrates
is a man all men are mortal; therefore, Socrates is mortal." These laws of thought were
supposed to govern the operation of the mind, and initiated the field of logic.
The development of formal logic in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, which
provided a precise notation for statements about all kinds of things in the world and the
relations between them. (Contrast this with ordinary arithmetic notation, which provides
mainly for equality and inequality statements about numbers.) By 1965, programs existed that
could, given enough time and memory, take a description of a problem in logical notation and
find the solution to the problem, if one exists. (If there is no solution, the program might never

stop looking for it.) The so-called logicist tradition within artificial intelligence hopes to build
on such programs to create intelligent systems.
There are two main obstacles to this approach. First, it is not easy to take informal
knowledge and state it in the formal terms required by logical notation, particularly when the
knowledge is less than 100% certain. Second, there is a big difference between being able to
solve a problem "in principle" and doing so in practice. Even problems with just a few dozen
facts can exhaust the computational resources of any computer unless it has some guidance
as to which reasoning steps to try first. Although both of these obstacles apply to any attempt
to build computational reasoning systems, they appeared first in the logicist tradition because
the power of the representation and reasoning systems are well-defined and fairly well
understood.
Acting rationally: The rational agent approach
Acting rationally means acting so as to achieve one's goals, given one's beliefs. An agent is just
something that perceives and acts. (This may be an unusual use of the word, but you will get
used to it.) In this approach, AI is viewed as the study and construction of rational agents.
In the "laws of thought" approach to AI, the whole emphasis was on correct inferences.
Making correct inferences is sometimes part of being a rational agent, because one way to act
rationally is to reason logically to the conclusion that a given action will achieve one's goals,
and then to act on that conclusion. On the other hand, correct inference is not all of rationality,
because there are often situations where there is no provably correct thing to do, yet
something
must still be done. There are also ways of acting rationally that cannot be reasonably said to
involve inference. For example, pulling one's hand off of a hot stove is a reflex action that is
more successful than a slower action taken after careful deliberation.
All the "cognitive skills" needed for the Turing Test are there to allow rational actions. Thus,
we need the ability to represent knowledge and reason with it because this enables us to reach
good decisions in a wide variety of situations. We need to be able to generate comprehensible
sentences in natural language because saying those sentences helps us get by in a complex
society.
We need learning not just for erudition, but because having a better idea of how the world
works enables us to generate more effective strategies for dealing with it. We need visual
perception not just because seeing is fun, but in order to get a better idea of what an action
might achieve—for example, being able to see a tasty morsel helps one to move toward it.
The study of AI as rational agent design therefore has two advantages. First, it is more
general than the "laws of thought" approach, because correct inference is only a useful
mechanism for achieving rationality, and not a necessary one. Second, it is more amenable to
scientific development than approaches based on human behavior or human thought, because
the standard of rationality is clearly defined and completely general. Human behavior, on the
other hand, is well-adapted for one specific environment and is the product, in part, of a
complicated and largely unknown evolutionary process that still may be far from achieving
perfection. This book will therefore concentrate on general principles of rational agents, and
on components for constructing them. We will see that despite the apparent simplicity with
which the problem can be stated, an enormous variety of issues come up when we try to solve
it.

One important point to keep in mind: we will see before too long that achieving perfect
rationality—always doing the right thing—is not possible in complicated environments. The
computational demands are just too high. However, for most of the book, we will adopt the
working hypothesis that understanding perfect decision making is a good place to start. It
simplifies the problem and provides the appropriate setting for most of the foundational
material in the field.
Intelligent agents
An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through sensors and
acting upon that environment through effectors. A human agent has eyes, ears, and other
organs for sensors, and hands, legs, mouth, and other body parts for effectors. A robotic agent
substitutes cameras and infrared range finders for the sensors and various motors for the
effectors. A software agent has encoded bit strings as its percepts and actions. A generic agent
is diagrammed in Figure 2.1.
How AGENTS SHOULD ACT
A rational agent is one that does the right thing. Obviously, this is better than doing the wrong
thing, but what does it mean? As a first approximation, we will say that the right action is the
one that will cause the agent to be most successful. That leaves us with the problem of deciding
how and when to evaluate the agent's success.

We use the term performance measure for the how—the criteria that determine how
successful an agent is. Obviously, there is not one fixed measure suitable for all agents. We
could ask the agent for a subjective opinion of how happy it is with its own performance, but
some agents would be unable to answer, and others would delude themselves. (Human agents
in particular are notorious for "sour grapes"—saying they did not really want something after
they are unsuccessful at getting it.) Therefore, we will insist on an objective performance
measure imposed by some authority. In other words, we as outside observers establish a
standard of what it means to be successful in an environment and use it to measure the
performance of agents. As an example, consider the case of an agent that is supposed to

vacuum a dirty floor. A plausible performance measure would be the amount of dirt cleaned
up in a single eight-hour shift.
A more sophisticated performance measure would factor in the amount of electricity
consumed and the amount of noise generated as well. A third performance measure might
give highest marks to an agent that not only cleans the floor quietly and efficiently, but also
finds time to go windsurfing at the weekend.' The when of evaluating performance is also
important. If we measured how much dirt the agent had cleaned up in the first hour of the day,
we would be rewarding those agents that start fast (even if they do little or no work later on),
and punishing those that work consistently. Thus, we want to measure performance over the
long run, be it an eight-hour shift or a lifetime. We need to be careful to distinguish between
rationality and omniscience. An omniscient agent knows the actual outcome of its actions, and
can act accordingly; but omniscience is ; impossible in reality. Consider the following example:
I am walking along the Champs Elysees one day and I see an old friend across the street. There
is no traffic nearby and I'm not otherwise engaged, so, being rational, I start to cross the street.
Meanwhile, at 33,000 feet, a cargo door falls off a passing airliner,2 and before I make it to the
other side of the street I am flattened. Was I irrational to cross the street? It is unlikely that my
obituary would read "Idiot attempts to cross street." Rather, this points out that rationality is
concerned with expected success given what has been perceived. Crossing the street was
rational because most of the time the crossing would be successful, and there was no way I
could have foreseen the falling door. Note that another agent that was equipped with radar
for detecting falling doors or a steel cage strong enough to repel them would be more
successful, but it would not be any more rational. In other words, we cannot blame an agent
for failing to take into account something it could not perceive, or for failing to take an action
(such as repelling the cargo door) that it is incapable of taking. But relaxing the requirement of
perfection is not just a question of being fair to agents.
The point is that if we specify that an intelligent agent should always do what is actually the
right thing, it will be impossible to design an agent to fulfill this specification—unless we
improve the performance of crystal balls. In summary, what is rational at any given time
depends on four things:
•
The
performance
measure
that
defines
degree
of
success.
• Everything that the agent has perceived so far. We will call this complete perceptual history
the percept sequence.
•
What
the
agent
knows
about
the
environment.
•
The
actions
that
the
agent
can
perform.
This leads to a definition of an ideal rational agent: For each possible percept sequence, an
ideal rational agent should do whatever action is expected to maximize its performance
measure, on the basis of the evidence provided by the percept sequence and whatever builtin knowledge the agent has. We need to look carefully at this definition. At first glance, it might
appear to allow an agent to indulge in some decidedly under intelligent activities. For example,
if an agent does not look both ways before crossing a busy road, then its percept sequence will
not tell it that there is a large truck approaching at high speed. The definition seems to say that
it would be OK for it to cross the road. In fact, this interpretation is wrong on two counts. First,
it would not be rational to cross the road: the risk of crossing without looking is too great.
Second, an ideal rational agent would have chosen the "looking" action before stepping into
the street, because looking helps maximize the expected performance.

The notion of an agent is meant to be a tool for analyzing systems, not an absolute
characterization that divides the world into agents and non-agents. Consider a clock. It can be
thought of as just an inanimate object, or it can be thought of as a simple agent. As an agent,
most clocks always do the right action: moving their hands (or displaying digits) in the proper
fashion. Clocks are a kind of degenerate agent in that their percept sequence is empty; no
matter what happens outside, the clock's action should be unaffected.
Well, this is not quite true. If the clock and its owner take a trip from California to Australia,
the right thing for the clock to do would be to turn itself back six hours. We do not get upset
at our clocks for failing to do this because we realize that they are acting rationally, given their
lack of perceptual equipment.
Autonomy
There is one more thing to deal with in the definition of an ideal rational agent: the "built-in
knowledge" part. If the agent's actions are based completely on built-in knowledge, such that
it AUTONOMY need pay no attention to its percepts, then we say that the agent lacks
autonomy.
For example, if the clock manufacturer was prescient enough to know that the clock's owner
would be going to Australia at some particular date, then a mechanism could be built in to
adjust the hands automatically by six hours at just the right time. This would certainly be
successful behavior, but the intelligence seems to belong to the clock's designer rather than to
the clock itself.
An agent's behavior can be based on both its own experience and the built-in knowledge
used in constructing the agent for the particular environment in which it operates. A system is
autonomous to the extent that its behavior is determined its own experience. It would be
too stringent, though, to require complete autonomy from the word go: when the agent has
had little or no experience, it would have to act randomly unless the designer gave some
assistance.
So, just as evolution provides animals with enough built-in reflexes so that they can survive
long enough to learn for themselves, it would be reasonable to provide an artificial intelligent
agent with some initial knowledge as well as an ability to learn.
Autonomy not only fits in with our intuition, but it is an example of sound engineering
practices. An agent that operates on the basis of built-in assumptions will only operate
successfully when those assumptions hold, and thus lacks flexibility. Consider, for example, the
lowly dung beetle. After digging its nest and laying its eggs, it fetches a ball of dung from a
nearby heap to plug the entrance; if the ball of dung is removed from its grasp en route, the
beetle continues on and pantomimes plugging the nest with the nonexistent dung ball, never
noticing that it is missing. Evolution has built an assumption into the beetle's behavior, and
when it is violated, unsuccessful behavior results. A truly autonomous intelligent agent should
be able to operate successfully in a wide variety of environments, given sufficient time to
adapt.
STRUCTURE OF INTELLIGENT AGENTS
So far we have talked about agents by describing their behavior—the action that is performed
after any given sequence of percepts. Now, we will have to bite the bullet and talk about how

the insides work. The job of AI is to design the agent program: a function that implements
the agent mapping from percepts to actions. We assume this program will run on some sort of
computing device, which we will call the architecture. Obviously, the program we choose has
to be one that the architecture will accept and run. The architecture might be a plain computer,
or
it might include special-purpose hardware for certain tasks, such as processing camera images
or
filtering audio input. It might also include software that provides a degree of insulation
between
the raw computer and the agent program, so that we can program at a higher level. In general,
the architecture makes the percepts from the sensors available to the program, runs the
program,
and feeds the program's action choices to the effectors as they are generated. The relationship
among agents, architectures, and programs can be summed up as follows:
agent
=
architecture
+
program
Before we design an agent program, we must have a pretty good idea of the possible
percepts and actions, what goals or performance measure the agent is supposed to achieve,
and what sort of environment it will operate in.5 These come in a wide variety. Figure 2.3 shows
the basic elements for a selection of agent types. It may come as a surprise to some readers
that we include in our list of agent types some programs that seem to operate in the entirely
artificial environment defined by keyboard input and character output on a screen. "Surely,"
one might say, "this is not a real environment, is it?" In fact, what matters is not the distinction
between "real" and "artificial" environments, but the complexity of the relationship among the
behavior of the agent, the percept sequence generated by the environment, and the goals that
the agent is supposed to achieve. Some "real" environments are actually quite simple.
For example, a robot designed to inspect parts as they come by on a conveyer belt can make
use of a number of simplifying assumptions: that the lighting is always just so, that the only
thing on the conveyer belt will be parts of a certain kind, and that there are only two actions—
accept the part or mark it as a reject. In contrast, some software agents (or software robots or
softbots) exist in rich, unlimited domains. Imagine a softbot designed to fly a flight simulator
for a 747. The simulator is a very detailed, complex environment, and the software agent must
choose from a wide variety of actions in real time. Or imagine a softbot designed to scan online
news sources and show the interesting items to its customers. To do well, it will need some
natural language processing abilities, it will need to learn what each customer is interested in,
and it will need to dynamically change its plans when, for example, the connection for one
news source crashes or a new one comes online.
Some environments blur the distinction between "real" and "artificial." In the ALIVE
environment (Maes et al., 1994), software agents are given as percepts a digitized camera
image of a room where a human walks about. The agent processes the camera image and
chooses an action. The environment also displays the camera image on a large display screen
that the human can watch, and superimposes on the image a computer graphics rendering of
the software agent. One such image is a cartoon dog, which has been programmed to move
toward the human (unless he points to send the dog away) and to shake hands or jump up
eagerly when the human makes certain gestures.

SOLVING SEARCHING PROBLEM
one
kind
of
goal-based
agent
called
a
problem-solving
agent.
Problem-solving agents decide what to do by finding sequences of actions that lead to
desirable states. We discuss informally how the agent can formulate an appropriate view of
the problem it faces. The problem type that results from the formulation process will depend
on the knowledge available to the agent: principally, whether it knows the current state and
the outcomes of actions. We then define more precisely the elements that constitute a
"problem" and its "solution," and give several examples to illustrate these definitions. Given
precise definitions of problems, it is relatively straightforward to construct a search process for
finding solutions. Intelligent agents are supposed to act in such a way that the environment
goes through a sequence of states that maximizes the performance measure. In its full
generality, this specification is difficult to translate into a successful agent design.
Imagine our agent in the city of Arad, Romania, toward the end of a touring holiday. The
agent has a ticket to fly out of Bucharest the following day. The ticket is nonrefundable, the
agent's visa is about to expire, and after tomorrow, there are no seats available for six weeks.
Now the agent's performance measure contains many other factors besides the cost of the
ticket and the.undesirability of being arrested aqd deported. For example, it wants to improve
its suntan, improve its Romanian, take in the sights, and so on. All these factors might suggest
any of a vast array of possible actions. Given the seriousness of the situation, however, it should

adopt the goal of driving to Bucharest. Actions that result in a failure to reach Bucharest on
time can be rejected without further consideration. Goals such as this help organize behavior
by limiting the objectives that the agent is trying to achieve. Goal formulation, based on the
current situation, is the first step in problem solving. As well as formulating a goal, the agent
may wish to decide on some other factors that affect the desirability of different ways of
achieving the goal.
or the purposes of this chapter, we will consider a goal to be a set of world states—just
those states in which the goal is satisfied. Actions can be viewed as causing transitions between
world states, so obviously the agent has to find out which actions will get it to a goal state.
Before it can do this, it needs to decide what sorts of actions and states to consider. If it were
to try to consider actions at the level of "move the left foot forward 18 inches" or "turn the
steering wheel six degrees left," it would never find its way out of the parking lot, let alone to
Bucharest, because constructing a solution at that level of detail would be an intractable
problem.
Problem formulation is the process of deciding what actions and states to consider, and follows
goal formulation. Our agent has now adopted the goal of driving to Bucharest, and is
considering which town to drive to from Arad. There are three roads out of Arad, one toward
Sibiu, one to Timisoara, and one to Zerind. None of these achieves the goal, so unless the agent
is very familiar with the geography of Romania, it will not know which road to follow.
In other words, the agent will not know which of its possible actions is best, because it does
not know enough about the state that j results from taking each action. If the agent has no
additional knowledge, then it is stuck. The best it can do is choose one of the actions at random.
But suppose the agent has a map of Romania, either on paper or in its memory. The point I
of a map is to provide the agent with information about the states it might get itself into, and
the actions it can take. The agent can use this information to consider subsequent stages of a
hypothetical journey through each of the three towns, to try to find a journey that eventually
gets to Bucharest. Once it has found a path on the map from Arad to Bucharest, it can achieve
its goal; by carrying out the driving actions that correspond to the legs of the journey. In
general, then, an agent with several immediate options of unknown value can decide what to
do by first examining; different possible sequences of actions that lead to states of known
value, and then choosing the j best one. This process of looking for such a sequence is called
search. A search algorithm takes a problem as input and returns a solution in the form of an
action sequence.
Once a solution is found, the actions it recommends can be carried out. This is called the
execution phase. Thus, we have a simple "formulate, search, execute" design for the agent, as
shown in Figure 3.1. After formulating a goal and a problem to solve, the agent calls a search
procedure to solve it. It then uses the solution to guide its actions, doing whatever the solution
recommends as the next thing to do, and then removing that step from the sequence. Once
the solution has been executed, the agent will find a new goal.

PROBLEM-SOLVING AGENTS
Intelligent agents are supposed to act in such a way that the environment goes through a
sequence of states that maximizes the performance measure. In its full generality, this
specification is difficult to translate into a successful agent design. The task is
somewhat simplified if the agent can adopt a goal and aim to satisfy it. Let us first look at how
and why an agent might do this. Imagine our agent in the city of Arad, Romania, toward the
end of a touring holiday. The agent has a ticket to fly out of Bucharest the following day. The
ticket is nonrefundable, the agent's visa is about to expire, and after tomorrow, there are no
seats available for six weeks. Now the agent's performance measure contains many other
factors besides the cost of the ticket and the undesirability of being arrested aqd deported.
For
example,
it
wants
to
improve
its
suntan,
improve its Romanian, take in the sights, and so on. All these factors might suggest any of a
vast array of possible actions. Given the seriousness of the situation, however, it should adopt
the goal of driving to Bucharest. Actions that result in a failure to reach Bucharest on time can
be rejected without further consideration. Goals such as this help organize behavior by limiting
the objectives that the agent is trying to achieve. Goal formulation, based on the current
situation, is the first step in problem solving. As well as formulating a goal, the agent may wish
to decide on some other factors that affect the desirability of different ways of achieving the
goal.
Problem formulation is the process of deciding what actions and states to consider, and follows
goal formulation. But suppose the agent has a map of Romania, either on paper or in its
memory. The point I of a map is to provide the agent with information about the states it might
get itself into, and j the actions it can take. The agent can use this information to consider
subsequent stages of a j hypothetical journey through each of the three towns, to try to find a
journey that eventually gets j to Bucharest. Once it has found a path on the map from Arad to
Bucharest, it can achieve its goal; by carrying out the driving actions that correspond to the

legs of the journey. In general, then, an j agent with several immediate options of unknown
value can decide what to do by first examining; different possible sequences of actions that
lead to states of known value, and then choosing the j best one. This process of looking for
such a sequence is called search. A search algorithm takes a problem as input and returns a
solution in the form of an action sequence. Once a solution is found, the actions it recommends
can be carried out. This is called the execution phase.
Knowledge and problem types
Let us consider an environment somewhat different from Romania: Each location may or may
not contain dirt, and the agent may be in one location or the other. There are 8 possible world
states, as shown in Figure 3.2. The agent has three possible actions in this version of the
vacuum world: Left, Right, and Suck. Assume, for the moment, that sucking is 100% effective.
The goal is to clean up all the dirt. That is, the goal is equivalent to the state set {7,8}.

First, suppose that the agent's sensors give it enough information to tell exactly which state
it is in (i.e., the world is accessible); and suppose that it knows exactly what each of its actions
does. Then it can calculate exactly which state it will be in after any sequence of actions. For
example, if its initial state is 5, then it can calculate that the action sequence [Right,Suck] will
get to a goal state. This is the simplest case, which we call a single-state problem.
Second, suppose that the agent knows all the effects of its actions, but has limited access
to the world state. For example, in the extreme case, it may have no sensors at all. In that case,
it knows only that its initial state is one of the set {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8}. One might suppose that
the agent's predicament is hopeless, but in fact it can do quite well. Because it knows what its
actions do, it can, for example, calculate that the action Right will cause it to be in one of the
states {2,4,6,8}. In fact, the agent can discover that the action sequence [Right,Suck,Left,Suck]
is guaranteed to reach a goal state no matter what the start state. To summarize: when the

world is not fully accessible, the agent must reason about sets of states that it might get to,
rather than single states. We call this a multiple-state problem.
Although it might seem different, the case of ignorance about the effects of actions can be
treated similarly. Suppose, for example, that the environment appears to be nondeterministic
in that it obeys Murphy's Law: the so-called Suck action sometimes deposits dirt on the carpet
but only if there is no dirt there already. For example, if the agent knows it is in state 4, then it
knows that if it sucks, it will reach me of the states {2,4}. For any known initial state, however,
there is an action sequence that is guaranteed to reach a goal state.
Sometimes ignorance prevents the agent from finding a guaranteed solution sequence.
Suppose, for example, that the agent is in the Murphy's Law world, and that it has a position
sensor and a local dirt sensor, but no sensor capable of detecting dirt in other squares. Suppose
further that the sensors tell it that it is in one of the states {1,3}. The agent might formulate
the action sequence [Suck,Right,Suck]. Sucking would change the state to one of {5,7}, and
moving right would then change the state to one of {6,8}. If it is in fact state 6, then the action
sequence will succeed, but if it is state 8, the plan will fail. If the agent had chosen the simpler
action sequence [Suck], it would also succeed some of the time, but not always. It turns out
there is no fixed action sequence that guarantees a solution to this problem.
Obviously, the agent does have a way to solve the problem starting from one of {1,3}: first
suck, then move right, then suck only if there is dirt there. Thus, solving this problem requires
sensing during the execution phase. Notice that the agent must now calculate a whole tree of
actions, rather than a single action sequence. In general, each branch of the tree deals with a
possible contingency that might arise. For this reason, we call this a contingency problem.
CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION SEARCH
A constraint satisfaction problem (or CSP) is a special kind of problem that satisfies some
additional structural properties beyond the basic requirements for problems in general. In a
CSP, the states are defined by the values of a set of variables and the goal test specifies a set
of constraints that the values must obey. For example, the 8-queens problem can be viewed as
a CSP in which the variables are the locations of each of the eight queens; the possible values
are squares on the board; and the constraints state that no two queens can be in the same
row, column or diagonal. A solution to a CSP specifies values for all the variables such that the
constraints are satisfied.
Crypt arithmetic and VLSI layout can also be described as CSPs. Many kinds of design and
scheduling problems can be expressed as CSPs, so they form a very
important subclass. CSPs can be solved by general-purpose search algorithms, but because of
their special structure, algorithms designed specifically for CSPs generally perform much
better.
Constraints come in several varieties. Unary constraints concern the value of a single variable.
For example, the variables corresponding to the leftmost digit on any row of acryptarithmetic
puzzle are constrained not to have the value 0. Binary constraints relate pairs of variables. The
constraints in the 8-queens problem are all binary constraints. Higher-order constraints involve

three or more variables—for example, the columns in the cryptarithmetic problem must obey
an addition constraint and can involve several variables. Finally, constraints can be absolute
constraints, violation of which rules out a potential solution, or preference constraints that say
which solutions are preferred.
Each variable Vi in a CSP has a domain Di,, which is the set of possible values that the
variable can take on. The domain can be discrete or continuous. In designing a car, for instance,
the variables might include component weights (continuous) and component manufacturers
(discrete). A unary constraint specifies the allowable subset of the domain, and a binary
constraint between two variables specifies the allowable subset of the cross-product of the
two domains. In discrete CSPs where the domains are finite, constraints can be represented
simply by enumerating the allowable combinations of values Constraints involving continuous
variables cannot be enumerated in this way, and solving continuous CSPs involves
sophisticated algebra. In this chapter, we will handle only discrete,
absolute, binary (or unary) constraints. Such constraints are still sufficiently expressive to
handle a wide variety of problems and to introduce most of the interesting solution methods.
Eet us first consider how we might apply a general-purpose search algorithm to a CSP. The
initial state will be the state in which all the variables are unassigned. Operators will assign a
value to a variable from the set of possible values. The goal test will check if all variables are
assigned and all constraints satisfied. Notice that the maximum depth of the search tree is fixed
at n, the number of variables, and that all solutions are at depth n. We are therefore safe in
using depth-first search, as there is no danger of going too deep and no arbitrary depth limit is
needed.
Depth-first search on a CSP wastes time searching when constraints have already been
violated. Because of the way that the operators have been defined, an operator can never
redeem a constraint that has already been violated. For example, suppose that we put the first
two queens in the top row. Depth-first search will examine all 86 possible positions for the
remaining six queens before discovering that no solution exists in that subtree. Our first
improvement is therefore to insert a test before the successor generation step to check
whether any constraint has been violated by the variable assignments made up to this point.
The resulting algorithm, called / backtracking search, then backtracks to try something else.
Forward checking is a special case of arc consistency checking. A state is arc-consistent
if every variable has a value in its domain that is consistent with each of the constraints on that
I variable. Arc consistency can be achieved by successive deletion of values that are
inconsistent! with some constraint. As values are deleted, other values may become
inconsistent because they relied on the deleted values. Arc consistency therefore exhibits a
form of constraint propagation, as choices are gradually narrowed down. In some cases,
achieving arc consistency is enough to! solve the problem completely because the domains of
all variables are reduced to singletons. Arc consistency is often used as a preprocessing step,
but can also be used during the search.
The planning agent differs from a problem-solving agent in its representations of goals, states,
and actions. The use of explicit, logical representations enables the planner to direct its
deliberations much more sensibly. The planning agent also differs in the way it represents and
searches for solutions. The remainder of the chapter describes in detail the basic partial-order

Unit – II: Planning
Planning algorithm, which searches through the space of plans to find one that is guaranteed
to succeed. The additional flexibility gained from the partially ordered plan representation
allows a planning agent to handle quite complicated domains.
FROM PROBLEM SOLVING TO PLANNING
Planning and problem solving are considered different subjects because of the differences in
the representations of goals, states, and actions, and the differences in the representation and
construction of action sequences. In this section, we first describe some of the difficulties
encountered by a search-based problem-solving approach, and then introduce the methods
used by planning systems to overcome these difficulties. Recall the basic elements of a searchbased problem-solver:
Representation of actions. Actions are described by programs that generate successor
state descriptions.
Representation of states. In problem solving, a complete description of the initial state is given,
and actions are represented by a program that generates complete state descriptions,
Therefore,/all state representations are complete. In most problems, a state is a simple data
structure:/a permutation of the pieces in the eight puzzle, the position of the agent in a
route-finding problem, or the position of the six people and the boat in the missionaries and
cannibals problem. State representations are used only for successor generation, heuristic
function evaluation, and goal testing.
• Representation of goals. The only information that a problem-solving agent has about
its goal is in the form of the goal test and the heuristic function. Both of these can be
applied to states to decide on their desirability, but they are used as "black boxes." That
is, the problem-solving agent cannot "look inside" to select actions that might be useful in
achieving the goal.
• Representation of plans. In problem solving, a solution is a sequence of actions, such as
"Go from Arad to Sibiu to Fagaras to Bucharest." During the construction of solutions,
search algorithms consider only unbroken sequences of actions beginning from the initial
state (or, in the case of bidirectional search, ending at a goal state).

Let us see how these design decisions affect an agent's ability to solve the following simple
problem: "Get a quart of milk and a bunch of bananas and a variable-speed cordless drill."
Treating this as a problem-solving exercise, we need to specify the initial state: the agent is at
home but without any of the desired objects, and the operator set: all the things that the agent
can do. We can optionally supply a heuristic function: perhaps the number of things that have
not yet been acquired.

Figure 11.2 shows a very small part of the first two levels of the search space for this
problem, and an indication of the path toward the goal. The actual branching factor would be
in the thousands or millions, depending on how actions are specified, and the length of the
solution could be dozens of steps. Obviously, there are too many actions and too many states
to consider. The real difficulty is that the heuristic evaluation function can only choose among
states to decide which is closer to the goal; it cannot eliminate actions from consideration.
Even if the evaluation function could get the agent into the supermarket, the agent would then
resort to a guessing game. The agent makes guesses by considering actions—buying an orange,
buying tuna fish, buying corn flakes, buying milk—and the evaluation function ranks these
guesses—bad, bad, bad, good. The agent then knows that buying milk is a good thing, but has
no idea what to try next and must start the guessing process all over again.
The fact that the problem-solving agent considers sequences of actions starting from the
initial state also contributes to its difficulties. It forces the agent to decide first what to do in
the initial state, where the relevant choices are essentially to go to any of a number of other
places.
Until the agent has figured out how to obtain the various items—by buying, borrowing, leasing,
growing, manufacturing, stealing—it cannot really decide where to go. The agent therefore
needs a more flexible way of structuring its deliberations, so that it can work on whichever part
of the problem is most likely to be solvable given the current information.
The first key idea behind planning is to "open up " the representation of states, goals, and
actions. Planning algorithms use descriptions in some formal language, usually first-order logic
or a subset thereof. States and goals and goals are represented by sets of sentences, and
actions are represented by logical descriptions of preconditions and effects. This enables the
planner to make direct connections between states and actions. For example, if the agent
knows that the goal is a conjunction that includes the conjunct Have(Milk), and that Buy(x)
achieves Have(x), then the agent knows that it is worthwhile to consider a plan that includes
Buy(Milk). It need not consider irrelevant actions such as Buy(WhippingCream) or GoToSleep.
The second key idea behind planning is that the planner is free to add actions to the plan
wherever they are needed, rather than in an incremental sequence starting at the initial state.
For
example, the agent may decide that it is going to have to Buy(Milk), even before it has decided
where to buy it, how to get there, or what to do afterwards. There is no necessary connection
between the order of planning and the order of execution. By making "obvious" or "important"
decisions first, the planner can reduce the branching factor for future choices and reduce the
need to backtrack over arbitrary decisions. Notice that the representation of states as sets of
logical sentences plays a crucial role in making this freedom possible. For example, when
adding the action Buy(Milk) to the plan, the agent can represent the state in which the action
is executed as, say, At(Supermarket). This actually represents an entire class of states—states
with and without bananas, with and without a drill, and so on. Search algorithms that require
complete state descriptions do not have this option.

The third and final key idea behind planning is that most parts ofthe world ar e independent
ofmost other parts. This makes it feasible to take a conjunctive goal like "get a quart of milk
and a bunch of bananas and a variable-speed cordless drill" and solve it with a divide-andconquer strategy. A subplan involving going to the supermarket can be used to achieve the
first two conjuncts, and another subplan (e.g., either going to the-hardware store or borrowing
from a neighbor) can be used to achieve the third. The supermarket subplan can be further
divided into a milk subplan and a bananas subplan. We can then put all the subplans together
to solve the whole problem. This works because there is little interaction between the two
subplans: going to the supermarket does not interfere with borrowing from a neighbor, and
buying milk does not interfere with buying bananas (unless the agent runs out of some
resource, like time or money). Divide-and-conquer algorithms are efficient because it is almost
always easier to solve several small sub-problems rather than one big problem.
However, divide-and-conquer fails in cases where the cost of combining the solutions to the
sub-problems is too high. Many puzzles have this property. For example, the goal state in the
eight puzzle is a conjunctive goal: to get tile 1 in position A and tile 2 in position B and ... up to
tile 8. We could treat this as a planning problem and plan for each subgoal independently, but
the reason that puzzles are "tricky" is that it is difficult to put the subplans together. It is easy
to get tile 1 in position A, but getting tile 2 in position B is likely to move tile 1 out of position.
Fortunately, the real world is a largely benign place where subgoals tend to be nearly
independent. If this were not the case, then the sheer size of the real world would make
successful problem solving impossible.

PLANNING IN SITUATION CALCULUS
Before getting into planning techniques in detail, we present a formulation of planning as a
logical inference problem, using situation calculus (see Chapter 7). A planning problem is
represented in situation calculus by logical sentences that describe the three main parts of a
problem:
• Initial state: An arbitrary logical sentence about a situation 50. For the shopping problem,
this might be1 At(Home, 50) A ~^Have(Milk, 50) A -^Have(Bananas, S0) A -iHave(Drill, S0)
• Goal state: A logical query asking for suitable situations. For the shopping problem, the
query would be 3 s At(Home, s) A Have(Milk, s) A Have(Bananas, s) A Have(Drill, s)
• Operators: A set of descriptions of actions, using the action representation described in
Chapter 7. For example, here is a successor-state axiom involving the Buy(Milk) action:
V a, s Have(Milk, Result(a,.?)) O [(a = Buy(Milk) A At(Supermarket, s) V (Have(Milk, s)Aa
^Dmp(Milk))] Recall that situation calculus is based on the idea that actions transform states:
Result(a, s) names the situation resulting from executing action a in situation s. For the
purposes of planning, it will be useful to handle action sequences as well as single actions.
We will use Result'(I, s) to mean the situation resulting from executing the sequence of
actions / starting in s. Result1 is defined by saying that an empty sequence of actions has no
effect on a situation, and the result of a nonempty sequence of actions is the same as
applying the first action, and then applying the rest of the actions from the resulting
situation:
VA- Result'([},s) = s
V a , p , s Result'([a\p],s) = Result'(p,Result(a,s))
A solution to the shopping problem is a plan p that when applied to the start state SQ yields a
situation satisfying the goal query. In other words, ap such that
At(Home, Result'(p, So)) A Have(Milk, Result'(p,S0)) A Have(Bananas, Result'(p,S0))
A Have(Drill, Result'(p, S0))
If we hand this query to ASK, we end up with a solution such as
p = [Go(SuperMarket), Buy(Milk), Buy(Banana),
Go(HardwareStore), Buy(Drill), Go(Home)]
From the theoretical point of view, there is little more to say. We have a formalism for
expressing goals and plans, and we can use the well-defined inference procedure of first-order
logic to find plans. nd up with a plan that contains irrelevant steps if we use unguided logical
inference.
To make planning practical we need to do two things: (1) Restrict the language with which
we define problems. With a restrictive language, there are fewer possible solutions to search
through. (2) Use a special-purpose algorithm called a planner rather than a general-purpose
theorem prover to search for a solution. The two go hand in hand: every time we define a new

problem-description language, we need a new planning algorithm to process the language. The
remainder of this chapter and Chapter 12 describe a series of planning languages of increasing
complexity, along with planning algorithms for these languages. Although we emphasize the
algorithms, it is important to remember that we are always dealing with a logic: a formal
language with a well-defined syntax, semantics, and proof theory. The proof theory says what
can be inferred about the results of action sequences, and therefore what the legal plans are.
The algorithm enables us to find those plans. The idea is that the algorithm can be designed to
process the restricted language more efficiently than a resolution theorem prover.
Representations for actions
Our STRIPS operators consist of three components:
• The action description is what an agent actually returns to the environment in order to do
something. Within the plariner it serves only as a name for a possible action.
• The precondition is a conjunction of atoms (positive literals) that says what must be true
before the operator can be applied.
• The effect of an operator is a conjunction of literals (positive or negative) that describes
how the situation changes when the operator is applied.
Here is an example of the syntax we will use for forming a STRIPS operator for going from one
place to another:
Op(A.cnON:Go(there),PKECOND:At(here) A Path(here,there),
EFFECT.At(there) A -*At(here))

An operator with variables is known as an operator schema, because it does not correspond
to a single executable action but rather to a family ofactions, one for each different
instantiation of the variables. Usually, only fully instantiated operators can be executed; our
planning algorithms
will ensure that each variable has a value by the time the planner is done. As with state
descriptions, the language of preconditions and effects is quite restricted. The precondition
must be a conjunction of positive literals, and the effect must be a conjunction of positive
and/or negative literals.

We say that an operator o is applicable in a state s if there is some way to instantiate the
variables in o so that every one of the preconditions of o is true in s, that is, if Precond(o) C s.
In the resulting state, all the positive literals in Effect(o) hold, as do all the literals that held in
s, except for those that are negative literals in Effect(o). For example, if the initial situation
includes the literals
At(Home), Path(Home, Supermarket),...
then the action Go(Supemarket) is applicable, and the resulting situation contains the literals
^At(Home), At(Supermarket), Path(Home, Supermarket),...
Situation Space and Plan Space
we showed a search space of situations in the world (in this case the shopping
world). A path through this space from the initial state to the goal state constitutes a plan for
the shopping problem. If we wanted, we could take a problem described in the STRIPS language
and solve it by starting at the initial state and applying operators one at a time until we reached
a state that includes all the literals in the goal. We could use any of the search methods of Part
II. An algorithm that did this would clearly be considered a problem solver, but we could also
consider it a planner. We would call it a situation space planner because it searches through
the space of possible situations, and a progression planner because it searches forward from
the initial situation to the goal situation. The main problem with this approach is the high
branching factor and thus the huge size of the search space.
One way to try to cut the branching factor is to search backwards, from the goal state to the
initial state; such a search is called regression planning. This approach is possible because the
operators contain enough information to regress from a partial description of a result state to
a partial description of the state before an operator is applied. We cannot get complete
descriptions of states this way, but we don't need to. The approach is desirable because in
typical problems the goal state has only a few conjuncts, each of which has only a few
appropriate operators, whereas the initial state usually has many applicable operators. (An
operator is appropriate to a goal if the goal is an effect of the operator.) Unfortunately,
searching backwards is complicated somewhat by the fact that we often have to achieve a
conjunction of goals, not just one. The original STRIPS algorithm was a situation-space
regression planner that was incomplete (it could not always find a plan when one existed)
because it had an inadequate way of handling the complication of
conjunctive goals. Fixing this incompleteness makes the planner very inefficient.
In summary, the nodes in the search tree of a situation-space planner correspond to situations,
and the path through the search tree is the plan that will be ultimately returned by
the planner. Each branch point adds another step to either the beginning (regression) or end
(progression) of the plan. An alternative is to search through the space of plans rather than the
space of situations.
That is, we start with a simple, incomplete plan, which we call a partial plan. Then we consider
ways of expanding the partial plan until we come up with a complete plan that solves the
problem. The operators in this search are operators on plans: adding a step, imposing an
ordering that puts one step before another, instantiating a previously unbound variable, and

so on. The solution is the final plan, and the path taken to reach it is irrelevant.
Operations on plans come in two categories. Refinement operators take a partial plan
and add constraints to it. One way of looking at a partial plan is as a representation for a set of
complete, fully constrained plans. Refinement operators eliminate some plans from this set,
but they never add new plans to it. Anything that is not a refinement operator is a modification
operator. Some planners work by constructing potentially incorrect plans, and then
"debugging" them using modification operators. In this chapter, we use only refinement
operators.
PLANNING WITH PARTIALLY INSTANTIATED OPERATORS
There is one substantive decision to make: in RESOLVE-THREATS, should an operator that
has the effect, say, -*At(x) be considered a threat to the condition At(Home)l Currently we can
POSSIBLE THREAT distinguish between threats and non-threats, but this is a possible threat.
There are three main approaches to dealing with possible threats:
• Resolve now with an equality constraint: Modify RESOLVE-THREATS so that it resolves
all possible threats as soon as they are recognized. For example, when the planner chooses
the operator that has the effect -<At(x), it would add a binding such as x = HWS to make
sure it does not threaten At(Home).
• Resolve now with an inequality constraint: Extend the language of variable binding
constraints to allow the constraint x^Home. This has the advantage of being a lower
commitment—it does not require an arbitrary choice for the value of x—but it is a little
more complicated to implement, because the unification routines we have used so far all
deal with equalities, not inequalities.
• Resolve later: The third possibility is to ignore possible threats, and only deal with them
when they become necessary threats. That is, RESOLVE-THREATS would not consider
-)At(x), to be a threat toAt(Home). But if the constraint x = Home were ever added to the
plan, then the threat would be resolved (by promotion or demotion). This approach has
the advantage of being low commitment, but has the disadvantage of making it harder to
decide if a plan is a solution.
KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERING FOR PLANNING
The methodology for solving problems with the planning approach is very much like the
general knowledge engineering guidelines
• Decide what to talk about.
• Decide on a vocabulary of conditions (literals), operators, and objects.
• Encode operators for the domain.
• Encode a description of the specific problem instance.
• Pose problems to the planner and get back plans.
PRACTICAL PLANNING
Spacecraft assembly, integration, and verification
OPTIMUM-AIV is a planner that is used by the European Space Agency to help in the assembly,
integration, and verification (AIV) of spacecraft. The system is used both to generate plans

and to monitor their execution. During monitoring, the system reminds the user of upcoming
activities, and can suggest repairs to the plan when an activity is performed late, cancelled, or
reveals something unexpected. In fact, the ability to quickly replan is the principal objective of
OPTIMUM-AIV. The system does not execute the plans; that is done by humans with standard
construction and test equipment.
In complex projects like this, it is common to use scheduling tools from operations research
(OR) such as PERT charts or the critical path method. These tools essentially take a
handconstructed complete partial-order plan and generate an optimal schedule for it. Actions
are treated as objects that take up time and have ordering constraints; their effects are
ignored.
This avoids the need for knowledge engineering, and for one-shot problems it may be the
most appropriate solution. For most practical applications, however, there will be many related
problems to solve, so it is worth the effort to describe the domain and then have the plans
automatically generated. This is especially important during the execution of plans. If a step of
a plan fails, it is often necessary to replan quickly to get the project back on track. PERT charts
do not contain the causal links and other information needed to see how to fix a plan, and
human replanning is often too slow. The success of real-world AI systems requires integration
into the environment in which they operate. It is vital that a planner be able to access existing
databases of project information in whatever format they might have, and that the planner's
input and output representations be in a form that is both expressive and easily understood
by users. The STRIPS language is insufficient for the AIV domain because it cannot express four
key concepts:
1. Hierarchical plans: Obviously, launching a spacecraft is more complicated than shopping
for groceries. One way to handle the increased complexity is to specify plans at varying
levels of detail. The top-level plan might be: prepare booster rocket, prepare capsule,
load cargo, and launch. There might be a dozen intermediate levels before we finally get
down to the level of executable actions: insert nut A into hole B and fasten with bolt C.
Adding the ability to represent hierarchical plans can make the difference between feasible
and infeasible computation, and it can make the resulting plan easier to understand. It
also allows the user to provide guidance to the planner in the form of a partially specified,
abstract plan for which the planner can fill in the details.
2. Complex conditions: STRIPS operators are essentially prepositional. True, they do allow
variables, but the variables are used in a very limited way. For example, there is no universal
quantification, and without it we cannot describe the fact that the Launch operator causes
all the objects that are in the spacecraft to go into orbit. Similarly, STRIPS operators are
unconditional: we cannot express the fact that if all systems are go, then the Launch will
put the spacecraft into orbit, otherwise it will put it into the ocean.
3. Time: Because the STRIPS language is based on situation calculus it assumes that all actions
occur instantaneously, and that one action follows another with no break in between.
Realworld projects need a better model of time. They must represent the fact that projects

have deadlines (the spacecraft must be launched on June 17), actions have durations (it takes
6 hours to test the XYZ assembly), and steps of plans may have time windows (the machine
that tests the XYZ assembly is available from May 1 to June 1 (except weekends), but it
must be reserved one week ahead of time). Indeed, the major contribution of traditional
OR techniques is to satisfy time constraints for a complete partial-order plan.
4. Resources: A project normally has a budget that cannot be exceeded, so the plan must
be constrained to spend no more money than is available. Similarly, there are limits on
the number of workers that are available, and on the number of assembly and test stations.
Resource limitations may be placed on the number of things that may be used at at one time
(e.g., people) or on the total amount that may be used (e.g., money). Action descriptions
must incorporate resource consumption and generation, and planning algorithms must be
able to handle constraints on resources efficiently.

Job shop scheduling
The problem that a factory solves is to take in raw materials and components, and assemble
them into finished products. The problem can be divided into a planning task (deciding what
assembly steps are going to be performed) and a scheduling task (deciding when and where
each step will be performed). In many modern factories, the planning is done by hand and the
scheduling is done with an automated tool. O-PLAN is being used by Hitachi for job shop
planning and scheduling in a system called TOSCA. A typical problem involves a product line of
350 different products, 35 assembly machines, and over 2000 different operations. The
planner comes up with a 30-day schedule for three 8-hour shifts a day. In general, TOSCA
follows the partial-order, least-commitment planning approach. It also allows for "lowcommitment" decisions: choices that impose constraints on the plan or on a particular step.
For example, the system might choose to schedule an action to
be carried out on a class of machine without specifying any particular one.
Factories with less diversity of products often follow a fixed plan, but still have a need for
automated scheduling. The Isis system (Fox and Smith, 1984) was developed specifically for
scheduling. It was first tested at the Westinghouse turbine component plant in Winston-Salem,
NC. The plant makes thousands of different turbine blades, and for each one, there are one or
more plans, called process routings. When an order comes in, one of the plans is chosen and a
time for it is scheduled. The time depends on the criticality of the order: whether it is an urgent
replacement for a failed blade in service, a scheduled maintenance part that has plenty of lead
time but must arrive on time, or just a stock order to build up the reserves.
Traditional scheduling methods such as PERT are capable of finding a feasible ordering of
steps subject to time constraints, but it turns out that human schedulers using PERT spend 80%
to 90% of their time communicating with other workers to discover what the real constraints
are. A successful automated scheduler needs to be able to represent and reason with these
additional constraints. Factors that are important include the cost of raw materials on hand,
the value of finished but unshipped goods, accurate forecasts of future needs, and minimal
disruption of existing procedures. ISIS uses a hierarchical, least-commitment search to find
high-quality plans that satisfy all of these requirements.

Scheduling for space missions
Planning and scheduling systems have been used extensively in planning space missions as well
as in constructing spacecraft. There are two main reasons for this. First, spacecraft are very
expensive and sometimes contain humans, and any mistake can be costly and irrevocable.
Second, space missions take place in space, which does not contain many other agents to mess
up the expected effects of actions. Planners have been used by the ground teams for the
Bubble space telescope and at least three spacecraft: Voyager, UOSAT-II, and ERS-1. In each
case, the goal is to orchestrate the observational equipment, signal transmitters, and attitudeand velocity-control mechanisms, in order to maximize the value of the information gained
from observations while obeying resource constraints on time and energy.
Mission scheduling often involves very complex temporal constraints, particularly those
involving periodic events. For example, ERS-1, the European Earth Resource Observation
satellite, completes an orbit every 100 minutes, and returns to the same point every 72 hours.
An observation of a particular point on the earth's surface thus can be made at any one of a
number of times, each separated by 72 hours, but at no other time. Satellites also have
resource constraints on their power output: they cannot exceed a fixed maximum output, and
they must be sure not to discharge too much power over a period of time. Other than that, a
satellite can be considered as a job-shop scheduling problem, where the telescopes and other
instruments are the machines, and the observations are the products. PlanERS-1 is a planner
based on O-PLAN that produces observation plans for the ERS-1.
The Hubble space telescope (HST) is a good example of the need for automated planning
tools. After it was launched in April 1990, the primary mirror was found to be out of focus.
Using Bayesian techniques for image reconstruction (see Chapter 24), the ground team was
able to compensate for the defect to a degree, enabling the HST to deliver novel and important
data on Pluto, a gravitational lens, a supernova, and other objects. In 1993, shuttle astronauts
repaired most of the problems with the primary mirror, opening up the possibility of a new set
of observations. The ground team is constantly learning more about what the HST can and
cannot do, and it would be impossible to update the observation plans to reflect this everincreasing knowledge without automated planning and scheduling tools.
Any astronomer can submit a proposal to the HST observing committee. Proposals are
classified as high priority (which are almost always executed and take up about 70% of the
available observing time), low priority (which are scheduled as time allows), or rejected.
Proposals are received at the rate of about one per day, which means there are more proposals
than can be executed. Each proposal includes a machine-readable specification of which
instrument should be pointed at which celestial object, and what kind of exposure should be
made.
Some observations can be done at any time, whereas others are dependent on factors such as
the alignment of planets and whether the HST is in the earth's shadow. There are some
constraints that are unique to this domain. For example, an astronomer may request periodic
observations of a quasar over a period of months or years subject to the constraint that each

observation
be
taken
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The HST planning system is split into two parts. A long-term scheduler, called SPIKE, first
schedules observations into one-week segments. The heuristic is to assign high-priority
proposals so that they can all be executed within the scheduled segment, and then to pack
each segment with extra low-priority proposals until they are about 20% above capacity. This
is done a year or more ahead of time. A multiyear schedule with 5000 observations or so can
be created in less than an hour, so replanning is easy. After each segment is scheduled, a shortterm planner, SPSS, does the detailed planning of each segment, filling in the time between
high-priority tasks with as many low-priority ones as possible. The system also calculates the
commands for the platform attitude controls so that the observation plan can be executed. It
can check the feasibility of proposals and detailed schedules much faster than human experts.
Buildings, aircraft carriers, and beer factories
SIPE (System for Interactive Planning and Execution monitoring) was the first planner to deal
with the problem of replanning, and the first to take some important steps toward expressive
operators. It is similar to O-PLAN in the range of its features and in its applicability. It is not
in everyday practical use, but it has been used in demonstration projects in several domains,
including planning operations on the flight deck of an aircraft carrier and job-shop scheduling
for an Australian beer factory. Another study used SlPE to plan the construction of multistory
buildings, one of the most complex domains ever tackled by a planner.
SIPE allows deductive rules to operate over states, so that the user does not have to specify
all relevant literals as effects of each operator. It allows for an inheritance hierarchy among
object classes and for an expressive set of constraints. This means it is applicable to a wide
variety of domains, but its generality comes at a cost. For example, in the building construction
domain, it was found that SIPE needed time 0(«2 5) for an n-story building. This suggests a high
degree of interaction between stories, when in fact the degree of interaction should be much
lower: if you remember to build from the ground up and make sure that the elevator shafts
line up, it should be possible to get performance much closer to O(n).
The examples in this and the preceding sections give an idea of the state of the art of
planning systems. They are good enough to model complex domains, but have not yet gained
practical acceptance beyond a few pilot projects. Clearly, to achieve the degree of flexibility
and efficiency needed to exceed the capabilities of human planners armed with traditional
scheduling tools, we need to go far beyond the limited STRIPS language.

PLANNING AND ACTING
The assumptions required for flawless planning and execution, given the algorithms in the
previous chapters, are that the world be accessible, static, and deterministic—just as for our
simple search methods.
Conditional planning: Also known as contingency planning, conditional planning deals
with incomplete information by constructing a conditional plan that accounts for each
possible situation or contingency that could arise. The agent finds out which part of

the plan to execute by including sensing actions in the plan to test for the appropriate
conditions. For example, the shopping agent might want to include a sensing action in its
shopping plan to check the price of some object in case it is too expensive.
Execution monitoring: The simple planning plan "with its eyes closed"—once it has a plan to
execute, it does not use its percepts to select actions. Obviously this is a very fragile strategy
when there is a possibility that the*; agent is using incorrect information about the world. By
monitoring what is happening while it executes the plan, the agent can tell when things go
wrong. It can then replanning to find a way to achieve its goals from the new situation. For
example, if the ;agent discovers that it does not have enough money to pay for all the items it
has picked up, it can return some and replace them with cheaper versions. Execution
monitoring is related to conditional planning in the following way. An agent that builds a plan
and then executes it while watching for errors is, in a sense, taking into account the possible
conditions that constitute execution errors. Unlike a conditional planner, however, the
execution monitoring agent is actually deferring the job of dealing with those conditions until
they actually arise. The two approaches of course can be combined by planning for some
contingencies and leaving others to be dealt with later if they occur.

CONDITIONAL PLANNING
The nature of conditional plans
Let us consider the problem of fixing a flat tire. Suppose we have the following three action
schemata:
Op(ACT[ON:Remove(x),
PRECOND:On(X),
EFFECT. Off(x) A ClearHub(x) A ->On(x))
Op(ACT[ON:PutOn(x),
PRECOND:Off(x) A ClearHub(x),
EFFECT: OnW A -^ClearHub(x) A ~iOff(x))
Op( ACTION :Inflate(x),
PRECOND:Intact(x) A Flat(x),
EFFECT: Inflated(x) A ->Flat(x))
If our goal is to have an inflated tire on the wheel:
On(x) A Inflated(x)
and the initial conditions are
Inflated(Spare) A Intact(Spare) A Off(Spare) A On(Tire\) A Flat(Tire\)
then any of the standard planners described in the previous chapters would be able to come
up with the following plan:

\Remove(Tire\), PutOn(Spare)] If the absence of Intact(Tire\) in the initial state really means
that the tire is not intact (as the standard planners assume), then this is all well and good. But
suppose we have incomplete knowledge of the world—the tire may be flat because it is
punctured, or just because it has not been pumped up lately. Because changing a tire is a dirty
and time-consuming business, it would be better if the agent could execute a conditional plan:
if Tire\ is intact, then inflate it. If not, remove it and put on the spare. To express this formally,
we can extend our original
notation for plan steps with a conditional step
If(<Condition>, <ThenPart>, <ElsePart>,). Thus,
the tire-fixing plan now includes the step
If(lntact(Tire\\ [Inflate(Tire\)}, [Remove(Tire\}, PutOn(Spare)])
Thus, the conditional planning agent can sometimes do better than the standard planning
agents described earlier. Furthermore, there are cases where a conditional plan is the only
possible plan. If the agent does not know if its spare tire is flat or inflated, then the standard
planner will fail, whereas the conditional planner can insert a second conditional step that
inflates the spare if necessary. Lastly, if there is a possibility that both tires have holes, then
neither planner can come up with a guaranteed plan. In this case, a conditional planner can
plan for all the cases where success is possible, and insert a Fail action on those branches where
no completion is possible.
Plans that include conditional steps are executed as follows. When the conditional step is
executed, the agent first tests the condition against its knowledge base. It then continues
executing either the then-part or the else-part, depending on whether the condition is true or
false. The then-part and the else-part can themselves be plans, allowing arbitrary nesting of
conditionals. The conditional planning agent design is shown in Figure 13.1. Notice that it deals
with nested conditional steps by following the appropriate conditional branches until it finds a
real action to do. (The conditional planning algorithm itself, CPOP, will be discussed later.)
The crucial part of executing conditional plans is that the agent must, at the time of execution
of a conditional step, be able to decide the truth or falsehood of the condition—that is, the
condition must be known to the agent at that point in the plan. If the agent does not know if
Tire\ is intact or not, it cannot execute the previously shown plan. What the agent knows at
any point is of course determined by the sequence of percepts up to that point, the sequence
of actions carried out, and the agent's initial knowledge. In this case, the initial conditions in
the knowledge base do not say anything about Intact(Tire\). Furthermore, the agent may have
no actions that cause lntact(Tire\) to become true.1 To ensure that a conditional plan is
executable, the agent must insert actions that cause the relevant conditions to become known
by the agent.
Facts become known to the agent through its percepts, so what we mean by the previous
remark is that the agent must act in such a way as to make sure it receives the appropriate

percepts. For example, one way to come to know that a tire is intact is to put some air into it
and place one's listening device in close proximity. A hissing percept then enables the agent
to infer that the tire is not intact.2 Suppose we use the name CheckTire(x) to refer to an
action that establishes the state of the tire x. This is an example of a sensing action.
We would write
Vx,s Tire(x) => KnowsWhether("Intact(x)",Result(CheckTire(x),s)) In our action schema format,
we would write
Op(ACT:iON:CheckTire(x),
PRECOND:77re(X),
EFFECT.KnowsWhether("Intact(x)"y)
Notice that as well as having knowledge effects, a sensing action can have ordinary effects. For
example, if the CheckTire action uses the water method, then the tire will become wet. Sensing
actions can also have preconditions that need to be established. For example, we might need
to fetch the pump in order to put some air in the tire in order to check it. A conditional planner
therefore will sometimes create plans that involve carrying out ordinary actions for the purpose
of obtaining some needed information.

Unit – III: Reasoning
UNCERTAIN KNOWLEDGE AND REASONING
Probability theory provides the basis for our treatment of systems that reason under
uncertainty. Also, because actions are no longer certain to achieve goals, agents will need ways
of weighing up the desirability of goals and the likelihood of achieving them. For this, we use
utility theory. Probability theory and utility theory together constitute decision theory, which
allows us to build rational agents for uncertain worlds.
ACTING UNDER UNCERTAINTY
One problem with first-order logic, and thus with the logical-agent approach, is that agents
almost never have access to the whole truth about their environment. Some sentences can be
ascertained directly from the agent's percepts, and others can be inferred from current and
previous percepts together with knowledge about the properties of the environment. In almost
every case, however, even in worlds as simple as the wumpus world in, there will
be important questions to which the agent cannot find a categorical answer. The agent must
UNCERTAINTY therefore act under uncertainty. For example, a wumpus agent often will find
itself unable to discover which of two squares contains a pit. If those squares are en route to
the gold, then the agent might have to take a chance and enter one of the two squares.
Uncertainty can also arise because of incompleteness and incorrectness in the agent's
understanding of the properties of the environment. The qualification problem, says that many
rules about the domain will be incomplete, because there are too many conditions to be
explicitly enumerated, or because some of the conditions are unknown. Suppose, for example,
that the agent wants to drive someone to the airport to catch a flight, and is considering a plan
A 90 that involves leaving home 90 minutes before the flight departs and driving at a
reasonable speed. Even though the airport is only about 15 miles away, the agent will not be
able to reach a definite conclusion such as "Plan Ago will get us to the airport in time," but
rather only the weaker conclusion "Plan Ayo will get us to the airport in time, as long as my car
doesn't break down or run out of gas, and I don't get into an accident, and there are no
accidents on the bridge, and the plane doesn't leave early, and there's no earthquake, ... ."' A
logical agent therefore will not believe that plan A9o will necessarily achieve the goal, and that
makes it difficult for the logical agent to conclude that plan A90 is the right thing to do.
Nonetheless, let us suppose that A90 is in fact the right thing to do. What do we mean by saying
this? we mean that out of all the possible plans that could be
executed, Ago is expected to maximize the agent's performance measure, given the
information it has about the environment. The performance measure includes getting to the
airport in time for the flight, avoiding a long, unproductive wait at the airport, and avoiding
speeding tickets along the way. The information the agent has cannot guarantee any of these
outcomes for A90, but it can provide some degree of belief that they will be achieved. Other
plans, such as A no, might increase the agent's belief that it will get to the airport on time, but

also increase the likelihood of a long wait. The right thing to do, the rational decision, therefore,
depends on both the relative importance of various goals and the likelihood that, and degree
to which, they will be achieved. The remainder of this section sharpens up these ideas, in
preparation for the development of the general theories of uncertain reasoning and rational
decisions.

Handling uncertain knowledge
In this section, we look more closely at the nature of uncertain knowledge. We will use a
simple diagnosis example to illustrate the concepts involved. Diagnosis—whether for
medicine, automobile repair, or whatever—is a task that almost always involves uncertainty. A
dental diagnosis system using first-order logic, we might propose rules such as
Symptom(p, Toothache} => Disease(p, Cavity)
The problem is that this rule is wrong. Not all patients with toothaches have cavities; some of
them may have gum disease, or impacted wisdom teeth, or one of several other problems:
Symptom(p, Toothache) =>
Disease(p, Cavity) V Disease(p, GumDisease) V Disease(p, ImpactedWisdom)...
Unfortunately, in order to make the rule true, we have to add an almost unlimited list of
possible causes. We could try turning the rule into a causal rule:
Disease(p, Cavity) => Symptom(p, Toothache)
But this rule is not right either; not all cavities cause pain. The only way to fix the rule is to
make it logically exhaustive: to extend the left-hand side to cover all possible reasons why a
cavity might or might not cause a toothache. Even then, for the purposes of diagnosis, one
must also take into account the possibility that the patient may have a toothache and a cavity
that are unconnected.
Trying to use first-order logic to cope with a domain like medical diagnosis thus fails for
three main reasons:
Laziness: It is too much work to list the complete set of antecedents or consequents needed
to ensure an exceptionless rule, and too hard to use the enormous rules that result.
Theoretical ignorance: Medical science has no complete theory for the domain.

Practical ignorance: Even if we know all the rules, we may be uncertain about a particular
patient because all the necessary tests have not or cannot be run.
The connection between toothaches and cavities is just not a logical consequence in either
direction. This is typical of the medical domain, as well as most other judgmental domains: law,
business, design, automobile repair, gardening, dating, and so on. The agent's knowledge can
at best provide only a degree of belief in the relevant sentences. Our main tool for dealing with
degrees of belief will be probability theory, which assigns a numerical degree of belief between
0 and 1 to sentences.
2Probability provides a way of summarizing the uncertainty that comes from our laziness
and ignorance. We may not know for sure what afflicts a particular patient, but we believe that
there is, say, an 80% chance—that is, a probability of 0.8—that the patient has a cavity if he or
she has a toothache. This probability could be derived from statistical data—80% of the
toothache patients seen so far have had cavities—or from some general rules, or from a
combination of evidence sources. The 80% summarizes those cases in which all the factors
needed for a cavity to cause a toothache are present, as well as other cases in which the patient
has both toothache and cavity but the two are unconnected. The missing 20% summarizes all
the other possible causes of toothache that we are too lazy or ignorant to confirm or deny.
A probability of 0 for a given sentence corresponds to an unequivocal belief that the
sentence is false, while a probability of 1 corresponds to an unequivocal belief that the
sentence is true. Probabilities between 0 and 1 correspond to intermediate degrees of belief
in the truth of the sentence. The sentence itself is in fact either true or false. It is important to
note that a degree of belief is different from a degree of truth. A probability of 0.8 does not
mean "80% true" but rather an 80% degree of belief—that is, a fairly strong expectation. If an
agent assigns a probability of 0.8 to a sentence, then the agent expects that in 80% of cases
that are indistinguishable from the current situation as far as the agent's knowledge goes, the
sentence will turn out to be actually true. Thus, probability theory makes the same ontological
commitment as logic, namely, that facts either do or do not hold in the world. Degree of truth,
as opposed to degree of belief, is the subject of fuzzy logic, which is covered in Section 15.6.
Before we plunge into the details of probability, let us pause to consider the status of
probability statements such as "The probability that the patient has a cavity is 0.8." In
propositional and first-order logic, a sentence is true or false depending on the interpretation
and the world; it is true just when the fact it refers to is the case. Probability statements do not
have quite the same kind of semantics.3 This is because the probability that an agent assigns
to a proposition depends on the percepts that it has received to date. In discussing uncertain
reasoning, we call this the evidence. For example, suppose that the agent has drawn a card
from a shuffled pack. Before looking at the card, the agent might assign a probability of 1/52
to its being the ace of spades. After looking at the card, an appropriate probability for the same
proposition would be 0 or 1. Thus, an assignment of probability to a proposition is analogous
to saying whether or not a given logical sentence (or its negation) is entailed by the knowledge
base, rather than whether or not itis true. Just as entailment status can change when more
sentences are added to the knowledge base, probabilities can change when more evidence is
acquired. All probability statements must therefore indicate the evidence with respect to
which the probability is being assessed. As the agent receives new percepts, its probability

assessments are updated to reflect the new evidence. Before the evidence is obtained, we talk
about prior or unconditional probability; after the evidence is obtained, we talk about posterior
or conditional probability. In most cases, an agent will have some evidence from its percepts,
and will be interested in computing the conditional probabilities of the outcomes it cares about
given the evidence it has. In some cases, it will also need to compute conditional probabilities
with respect to the evidence it has plus the evidence it expects to obtain during the course of
executing some sequence of actions.
Uncertainty and rational decisions
The presence of uncertainty changes radically the way in which an agent makes decisions. A
logical agent typically has a single (possibly conjunctive) goal, and executes any plan that is
guaranteed to achieve it. An action can be selected or rejected on the basis of whether or not
it achieves the goal, regardless of what other actions achieve. When uncertainty enters the
picture, this is no longer the case. Consider again the Ago plan for getting to the airport.
Suppose it has a 95% chance of succeeding. Does this mean it is a rational choice? Obviously,
the answer is "Not necessarily." There might be other plans, such as A120, with higher
probabilities of success. If it is vital not to miss the flight, then it might be worth risking the
longer wait at the airport. What about A1440, a plan that involves leaving home 24 hours in
advance? In most circumstances, this is not a good choice, because although it almost
guarantees getting there on time, it involves an intolerable wait.
To make such choices, an agent must first have preferences between the different possible
outcomes of the various plans. A particular outcome is a completely specified state, including
such factors as whether or not the agent arrives in time, and the length of the wait at the
airport.
We will be using utility theory to represent and reason with preferences. The term utility is
used here in the sense of "the quality of being useful," not in the sense of the electric company
or water works. Utility theory says that every state has a degree of usefulness, or utility, to an
agent,
and
that
the
agent
will
prefer
states
with
higher
utility.
The utility of a state is relative to the agent whose preferences the utility function is supposed
to represent. For example, the payoff functions for games in Chapter 5 are utility functions.
The utility of a state in which White has won a game of chess is obviously high for the agent
playing White, but low for the agent playing Black. Or again, some players (including the
authors) might be happy with a draw against the world champion, whereas other players
(including the former world champion) might not. There is no accounting for taste or
preferences: you might think that an agent who prefers jalapefio-bubble-gum ice cream to
chocolate-chocolate-chip is odd or even misguided, but you could not say the agent is
irrational.
It is also interesting that utility theory allows for altruism. It is perfectly consistent for
an agent to assign high utility to a state where the agent itself suffers a concrete loss but others
profit. Here, "concrete loss" must denote a reduction in "personal welfare" of the kind normally

associated with altruism or selfishness—wealth, prestige, comfort, and so on—rather than a
loss of utilityper se. Therefore, utility theory is necessarily "selfish" only if one equates a
preference for the welfare of others with selfishness; conversely, altruism is only inconsistent
with the principle of utility maximization if one's goals do not include the welfare of others.
Preferences, as expressed by utilities, are combined with probabilities in the general theory
of rational decisions called
decision theory:
Decision theory = probability theory + utility theory
The fundamental idea of decision theory is that an agent is rational if and only if it chooses
the action that yields the highest expected utility, averaged over all the possible outcomes of
the action. This is called the principle of Maximum Expected Utility (MEU). Probabilities
and utilities are therefore combined in the evaluation of an action by weighting the utility of a
particular outcome by the probability that it occurs. We saw this principle in action in Chapter
5, where we examined optimal decisions in backgammon. We will see that it is in fact a
completely general principle.
BASIC PROBABILITY NOTATION
Now that we have set up the general framework for a rational agent, we will need a formal
language for representing and reasoning with uncertain knowledge. Any notation for
describing degrees of belief must be able to deal with two main issues: the nature of the
sentences to which degrees of belief are assigned, and the dependence of the degree of belief
on the agent's state of knowledge. The version of probability theory we present uses an
extension of propositional logic for its sentences. The dependence on experience is reflected
in the syntactic distinction between prior probability statements, which apply before any
evidence is obtained, and conditional probability statements, which include the evidence
explicitly.
Prior probability
P(A) for the unconditional or prior probability that the proposition A
is true. For example, if Cavity denotes the proposition that a particular patient has a cavity,
P(Cavity) = O.I
means that in the absence of any other information, the agent will assign a probability of 0.1
(a 10% chance) to the event of the patient's having a cavity. It is important to remember that
P(A) can only be used when there is no other information. As soon as some new information
B is known, we have to reason with the conditional probability of A given B instead of P(A).
Conditional
probabilities
are
covered
in
the
next
section.
The proposition that is the subject of a probability statement can be represented by a
proposition symbol, as in the P(A) example. Propositions can also include equalities involving

so-called random variables. For example, if we are concerned about the random variable
Weather, we might have
P(Weather = Sunny) = 0.7
P(Weather = Rain) = 0.2
P(Weather= Cloudy) = 0.08
P(Weather = Snow) = 0.02

Each random variable X has a domain of possible values (x\,...,xn) that it can take on.5 We will
usually deal with discrete sets of values. We can view proposition symbols as random variables
as well, if we assume that they have a domain [true,false). Thus, the expression P(Cavity) can
be viewed as shorthand for P(Cavity = true). Similarly, P(->Cavity) is shorthand for P(Cavity
=false). Usually, we will use the letters A, B, and so on for Boolean random variables, and the
letters X, Y, and so on for multivalued variables. Sometimes, we will want to talk about the
probabilities of all the possible values of a random variable. In this case, we will use an
expression such as P(Weather), which denotes a vector of values for the probabilities of each
individual state of the weather. Given the preceding values, for example, we would write
P(Weather) = (0.7,0.2,0.08,0.02)
This statement defines a probability distribution for the random variable Weather.
We will also use expressions' such as P(Weather, Cavity) to denote the probabilities of all
combinations of the values of a set of random variables. In this case, P(Weather, Cavity)
denotes a 4 x 2 table of probabilities. We will see that this notation simplifies many equations.
We can also use logical connectives to make more complex sentences and assign probabilities
to
them.
For
example,
P(Cavity
A
-^Insured)
0.06
says there is an 6% chance that a patient has a cavity and has no insurance.

Conditional probability
Once the agent has obtained some evidence concerning the previously unknown propositions
making up the domain, prior probabilities are no longer applicable. Instead, we use conditional
or posterior probabilities, with the notation P(A\B). This is read as "the probability of A given
that all we know is B." For example, P(Cavity\Toothache) - 0.8 indicates that if a patient is
observed to have a toothache, and no other information is yet available, then the probability
of the patient having a cavity will be 0.8. It is important to remember that P(A\B) can only be
used when all we know is B. As soon as we know C, then we must compute P(A\B A C) instead
of P(A\B). A prior probability P(A) can be thought of as a special case of conditional probability
P(A\), where the probability is conditioned on no evidence. We can also use the P notation
with conditional probabilities. P(X\ Y) is a two-dimensional table giving the values of P(X=x,\Y =
yj) for each possible /, j. Conditional probabilities can be defined in terms of unconditional
probabilities.

The equation
P(A A B) P(A\B) =P(B)
holds whenever P(B) > 0. This equation can also be written as
P(A A B) = P(A\B}P(B)
which is called the product rule. The product rule is perhaps easier to remember: it comes
from the fact that for A and B to be true, we need B to be true, and then A to be true given B.
We can also have it the other way around:
P(A /\B) = P(B\A)P(A)
In some cases, it is easier to reason in terms of prior probabilities of conjunctions, but for the
most part, we will use conditional probabilities as our vehicle for probabilistic inference.
We can also extend our P notation to handle equations like these, providing a welcome
degree of conciseness. For example, we might write
P(X,Y) = P(X\Y)P(Y)
which denotes a set of equations relating the corresponding individual entries in the tables
(not a matrix multiplication of the tables). Thus, one of the equations might be
In general, if we are interested in the probability of a proposition A, and we have accumulated
evidence B, then the quantity we must calculate is P(A\B). Sometimes we will not
have this conditional probability available directly in the knowledge base, and we must resort
to
probabilistic
inference,
which
we
describe
in
later
sections.
As we have already said, probabilistic inference does not work like logical inference. It
is tempting to interpret the statement P(A\B) - 0.8 to mean "whenever B is true, conclude that
P(A) is 0.8." This is wrong on two counts: first, P(A) always denotes the prior probability of
A, not the posterior given some evidence; second, the statement P(A\B) = 0.8 is only applicable
when B is the only available evidence. When additional information C is available, we must
calculate P(A\B A C), which may bear little relation to P(A\B). In the extreme case, C might
tell us directly whether A is true or false. If we examine a patient who complains of toothache,
and discover a cavity, then we have additional evidence Cavity, and we conclude (trivially) that
P(Cavity\Toothache A Cavity) = 1 .0.

REPRESENTING KNOWLEDGE IN AN UNCERTAIN DOMAIN
1. A set of random variables makes up the nodes of the network.

2. A set of directed links or arrows connects pairs of nodes. The intuitive meaning of an arrow
from node X to node Y is that X has a direct influence on Y.
3. Each node has a conditional probability table that quantifies the effects that the parents
have on the node. The parents of a node are all those nodes that have arrows pointing to it.
4. The graph has no directed cycles (hence is a directed, acyclic graph, or DAG).
It is usually easy for a domain expert to decide what direct conditional dependence
relationships hold in the domain—much easier, in fact, than actually specifying the
probabilities themselves. Once the topology of the belief network is specified, we need only
specify conditional probabilities for the nodes that participate in direct dependencies, and use
those
to
compute
any
other
probability
values.
Consider the following situation. You have a new burglar alarm installed at home. It is
fairly reliable at detecting a burglary, but also responds on occasion to minor earthquakes.
(This example is due to Judea Pearl, a resident of Los Angeles; hence the acute interest in
earthquakes.)
You also have two neighbors, John and Mary, who have promised to call you at work when
they hear the alarm. John always calls when he hears the alarm, but sometimes confuses the
telephone ringing with the alarm and calls then, too. Mary, on the other hand, likes rather loud
music and sometimes misses the alarm altogether. Given the evidence of who has or has not
called, we would like to estimate the probability of a burglary.
Consider the following situation. You have a new burglar alarm installed at home. It is
fairly reliable at detecting a burglary, but also responds on occasion to minor earthquakes.
(This example is due to Judea Pearl, a resident of Los Angeles; hence the acute interest in
earthquakes.) You also have two neighbors, John and Mary, who have promised to call you at
work when they hear the alarm. John always calls when he hears the alarm, but sometimes
confuses the telephone ringing with the alarm and calls then, too. Mary, on the other hand,
likes rather loud music and sometimes misses the alarm altogether. Given the evidence of who
has or has not called, we would like to estimate the probability of a burglary. This simple
domain is described by the belief network in Figure 15.1.
The topology of the network can be thought of as an abstract knowledge base that holds
in a wide variety of different settings, because it represents the general structure of the causal
processes in the domain rather than any details of the population of individuals. In the case of
the burglary network, the topology shows that burglary and earthquakes directly affect the
probability of the alarm going off, but whether or not John and Mary call depends only on the
alarm—the network thus represents our assumption that they do not perceive any burglaries
directly, and they do not feel the minor earthquakes.

Notice that the network does not have nodes corresponding to Mary currently listening to
loud music, or to the telephone ringing and confusing John. These factors are summarized in
the uncertainty associated with the links from Alarm to JohnCalls and MaryCalls. This shows
both laziness and ignorance in operation: it would be a lot of work to determine any reason
why those factors would be more or less likely in any particular case, and we have no
reasonable way to obtain the relevant information anyway. The probabilities actually
summarize a potentially infinite set of possible circumstances in which the alarm might fail to
go off (high humidity, power failure, dead battery, cut wires, dead mouse stuck inside bell,...)
or John or Mary might fail to call and report it (out to lunch, on vacation, temporarily deaf,
passing helicopter, ...). In this way, a small agent can cope with a very large world, at least
approximately. The degree of approximation can be improved if we introduce additional
relevant information.

INFERENCE IN MULTIPLY CONNECTED BELIEF NETWORKS
A multiply connected graph is one in which two nodes are connected by more than one path.
One way this happens is when there are two or more possible causes for some variable, and
the causes share a common ancestor. Alternatively, one can think of multiply connected
networks as representing situations in which one variable can influence another through more
than one causal mechanism. For example, Figure 15.9 shows a situation in which whether it is
cloudy has a causal link to whether it rains, and also a causal link to whether the lawn sprinklers
are turned on (because a gardener who observes clouds is less likely to turn the sprinklers on).
Both rain and sprinklers have an effect on whether the grass gets wet.
There are three basic classes of algorithms for evaluating multiply connected networks,
each with its own areas of applicability:


Clustering methods transform the network into a probabilistically equivalent (but
topologically different) polytree by merging offending nodes.





Conditioning methods do the transformation by instantiating variables to definite
values,
and then evaluating a polytree for each possible instantiation.
Stochastic simulation methods use the network to generate a large number of concrete
models of the domain that are consistent with the network distribution.

They give an approximation of the exact evaluation. In the general case, exact inference in
belief networks is known to be NP-hard. It is fairly straightforward to prove this, because a
general belief network can represent any propositional logic problem (if all the probabilities
are 1 or 0) and propositional logic problems are known to be NP-complete. For very large
networks, approximation using stochastic simulation is currently the method of choice. The
problem of approximating the posterior probabilities to within an arbitrary tolerance is itself
NP-hard, but for events that are not too unlikely the calculations are
usually feasible.

Clustering methods
One way of evaluating the network in Figure 15.9 is to transform it into a polytree by combining
the Sprinkler and Rain node into a meganode called Sprinkler+Rain, as shown in Figure 15.10.
The two Boolean nodes are replaced by a meganode that takes on four possible values: TT, TF,
FT, and FF. The meganode has only one parent, the Boolean variable Cloudy, so there are two
conditioning cases. Once the network has been converted to a polytree, a linear-time algorithm
can be applied to answer queries. Queries on variables that have been clustered can be
answered
by averaging over the values of the other variables in the cluster.
Although clustering makes it possible to use a linear-time algorithm, the NP-hardness of
the problem does not go away. In the worst case, the size of the network increases
exponentially, because the conditional probability tables for the clusters involve the crossproduct of the domains of the variables. In Figure 15.10, there are six independently specifiable
numbers in Sprinkler+Rain, as opposed to four total in Sprinkler and Rain. (One of the numbers
in each row

Cutset conditioning methods
The cutset conditioning method takes the opposite approach. Instead of transforming the
network into one complex polytree, this method transforms the network into several simpler
polytrees. Each simple network has one or more variables instantiated to a definite value.
P(X\E) is computed as a weighted average over the values computed by each polytree. A set of
variables that can be instantiated to yield polytrees is called a cutset. In Figure 15.11, the cutset
is just {Cloudy}, and because it is a Boolean variable, there are just two
resulting polytrees.

In general, the number of resulting polytrees is exponential in the size of the
cutset, so we want to find a smalTcutset if possible. Cutset conditioning can be approximated
by evaluating only some of the resulting polytrees. The error in the approximation is bounded
by the total probability weight of the polytrees not yet evaluated. The obvious approach is to
evaluate the most likely polytrees first. For example, if we need an answer accurate to within
0.1, we evaluate trees in decreasing order of likelihood until the total probability exceeds 0.9.
This technique is called bounded cutset conditioning, and is useful in systems that need to make
approximately correct decisions quickly.

MAKING SIMPLE DECISION
Intuitively, the principle of Maximum Expected Utility (MEU) seems like a reasonable way to
make decisions, but it is by no means obvious that it is the only rational way. After all, why
should maximizing the average utility be so special—why not try to maximize the sum of the
cubes of the possible utilities, or try to minimize the worst possible loss? Also, couldn't an agent
act rationallyjust by expressing preferences between states without giving them numeric
values?
Finally, why should a utility function with the required properties exist at all? Perhaps a rational
agent can have a preference structure that is too complex to be captured by something as
simple as a single real number for each state.
Constraints on rational preferences
These questions can be answered by writing down some constraints on the preferences that a
rational agent should have, and then showing that the MEU principle can be derived from the
constraints. Writing down these constraints is a way of defining the semantics of preferences.
The idea is that, given some preferences on individual atomic states, the theory should allow
one to derive results about preferences for complex decision-making scenarios. This is
analogous to the way that the truth value of a complex logical sentence is derived from the
truth value of its component propositions, and the way the probability of a complex event is
derived from the probability of atomic events.

In the language of utility theory, the complex scenarios are called lotteries to emphasize the
idea that the different attainable outcomes are like different prizes, and that the outcome is
determined by chance. The lottery L, in which there are two possible outcomes—state A with
probability/) and state B with the remaining probability—is written
L=[p,A; l-p,B]
In general, a lottery can have any number of outcomes. Each outcome can be either an atomic
state or another lottery. A lottery with only one outcome can be written either as A or [1, A].
It is the decision-maker's job to choose among lotteries. Preferences between prizes are used
to determine preferences between lotteries. The following notation is used to express
preferences or the lack of a preference between lotteries or states:
A >- B A is preferred to B
A ~ B the agent is indifferent between A and B
A ~ B the agent prefers A to B or is indifferent between them.
One reasonable constraint is that preference should be transitive, that is, if A >- B and B >- C,
then we would expect A >- C. We argue for transitivity by showing that an agent whose
preferences do not respect transitivity would behave irrationally. Suppose, for example, that
an agent has the nontransitive preferences A >- B >- C >- A, where A, B, and C are goods that
can be freely exchanged. If the agent currently has A, then we could offer to trade C for A and
some cash. The agent prefers C, and so would be willing to give up some amount of cash to
make this trade. We could then offer to trade B for C, extracting more cash, and finally trade A
for B. This brings us back where we started from, except that the agent has less money. It
seems reasonable to claim that in this case the agent has not acted rationally.
The following six constraints are known as the axioms of utility theory. They specify the
most obvious semantic constraints on preferences and lotteries.
ORDERABILITY <) Ordcrability: Given any two states, a rational agent must either prefer one to
the other or else rate the two as equally preferable. That is, an agent should know what it
wants.
(A >- B) V (B >- A) V (A ~ 5)
TRANSITIVITY 0 Transitivity: Given any three states, if an agent prefers A to B and prefers B to
C, then the agent must prefer A to C.
(A >- B) A (B >- C) => (A >- C)

Continuity: If some state B is between A and C in preference, then there is some probability
p for which the rational agent will be indifferent between getting B for sure and the lottery
that yields A with probability/? and C with probability 1 — p.
A >- B y C => 3p [/>, A; 1 — p, C] ~ fi
Substitutability: If an agent is indifferent between two lotteries, A and B, then the agent is
indifferent between two more complex lotteries that are the same except that B is substituted
for A in one of them. This holds regardless of the probabilities and the other outcome(s) in the
lotteries.
A ~ B => lp,A; l-p,C]~ \p,B;l -p,C]
Monotonicity: Suppose there are two lotteries that have the same two outcomes, A and B.
If an agent prefers A to B, then the agent must prefer the lottery that has a higher probability
for A (and vice versa).
A>B => (p>q O [p,A; l~p,B]t[q,A; 1 -q,B])
Dccomposability: Compound lotteries can be reduced to simpler ones using the laws of
probability. This has been called the "no fun in gambling" rule because it says that an
agent should not prefer (or disprefer) one lottery just because it has more choice points
than another.
[p, A; 1 — p, [q,B; 1 — q,C]\ ~ [p,A; (1 — p)q,B; (1 — p)(l — q),C]

Representing a decision problem using decision networks
In its most general form, a decision network represents information about the agent's current
state, its possible actions, the state that will result from the agent's action, and the utility of
that state. Figure 16.4 shows a decision network for the airport siting problem.
It illustrates the three types of nodes used:

Chance nodes (ovals) represent random variables, just as they do in belief nets. The agent may
be uncertain about the construction cost, the level of air traffic and the potential for litigation,
as well as the Deaths, Noise, and total Cost variables, each of which also depends on the site
chosen. Each chance node has associated with it a conditional probability table
(CPT) that is indexed by the state of the parent nodes. In decision networks, the parent
nodes can include decision nodes as well as chance nodes. Note that each of the currentstate
chance nodes could be part of a large belief network for assessing construction costs,
air traffic levels, or litigation potential. For simplicity, these are omitted.
Decision nodes (rectangles) represent points where the decision-maker has a choice of
actions. In this case, the AirportSite action can take on a different value for each site under
consideration. The choice influences the cost, safety, and noise that will result. In this
chapter, we will assume that we are dealing with a single decision node.
Utility nodes (diamonds) represent the agent's utility function. The utility node has as
parents all those variables describing the outcome state that directly affect utility. The table
associated with a utility node is thus a straightforward tabulation of the agent's utility as a
function of the attributes that determine it. As with canonical CPTs, multiattribute utility
functions can be represented by a structured description rather than a simple tabulation.
A simplified form is also used in many cases. The notation remains identical, but the
chance nodes describing the outcome state are omitted. Instead, the utility node is connected
directly to the current-state nodes and the decision node. In this case, rather than representing
a utility function on states, the table associated with the utility node represents the expected
utility associated with each action, as defined in Equation (16.1). We therefore call such tables
action-utility tables.

Figure 16.5 shows the action-utility representation of the airport problem.
Notice that because the Noise, Deaths, and Cost chance nodes in Figure 16.4 refer to future
states, they can never have their values set as evidence variables. Thus, the simplified version
that omits these nodes can be used whenever the more general form can be used. Although
the simplified form contains fewer nodes, the omission of an explicit description of the
outcome of the siting decision means that it is less flexible with respect to changes in
circumstances. For example, in Figure 16.4, a change in aircraft noise levels can be reflected
by a change in the conditional probability table associated with the Noise node, whereas a
change in the weight accorded to noise pollution in the utility function can be reflected by a
change in the utility table. In the action-utility diagram, Figure 16.5, on the other hand, all such
changes have to be reflected by changes to the action-utility table. Essentially, the action-utility
formulation is a compiled version of the original formulation.

DECISION-THEORETIC EXPERT SYSTEMS
The knowledge engineering process required for building and using decision-theoretic
expert system is as follows:
• Determine the scope of the problem. Determine what are the possible actions, outcomes,
and evidence to consider. Normally, the analyst will have to interview one or more experts
in the domain to discover the important factors. Note that we recommended the same sort
of determination as the first step of knowledge engineering.
• Lay out the topology. Once all the relevant factors are determined, we need to know
which ones are influenced by which others. It is particularly important to understand
which aspects of the outcome state determine its utility.

• Assign probabilities. In decision networks, the conditional probabilities reflect not only
causal influences between random variables, but also the effects of actions.
• Assign utilities. A utility function is often assessed using the techniques described earlier.
Computer programs exist that automate the task of extracting preferences for various lotteries
and constructing a utility function. Identifying the preference structure of multiattribute
utility functions is also vital in reducing the dimensionality of the assessment problem. It
can reduce the number of questions exponentially.
• Enter available evidence. For each specific case in which the system is used, there may be
some initial evidence available.
• Evaluate the diagram. Calculate the optimal action according to the existing evidence.
• Obtain new evidence. Calculate the value of information, comparing it with the costs of
acquisition, and perform the appropriate observations, if any. Notice that purely inferential
expert systems, without utilities, cannot decide what new evidence to acquire.
• Perform sensitivity analysis. This important step checks to see if the best decision is
sensitive to small changes in the assigned probabilities and utilities by systematically
varying these parameters and running the evaluation again. If small changes lead to
significantly different decisions, then it may be worthwhile to spend more resources to
collect better data. If all variations lead to the same decision, then the user will have more
confidence that it is the right decision.

UNIT – IV: LEARNING
The most important distinction is between the learning element, which is responsible for
making
improvements, and the performance element, which is responsible for selecting external
actions. The performance element is what we have previously considered to be the entire
agent: it takes In percepts and decides on actions. The learning element takes some knowledge
about the learning element and some feedback on how the agent is doing, and determines
how the performance element should be modified to (hopefully) do better in the future. The
design of the learning element depends very much on the design of the performance element.
When trying to design an agent that learns a certain capability, the first question is not "How
am I going to get it to learn this?" but "What kind of performance element will my agent need
to do this once it has learned how?" For example, the learning algorithms for producing rules
for logical systems are quite different from the learning algorithms for producing belief
networks. We will see, however, that the principles behind the learning algorithms are much
the same.

The critic is designed to tell the learning element how well the agent is doing. The critic
employs a fixed standard of performance. This is necessary because the percepts themselves
provide no indication ofthe agent's success. For example, a chess program may receive a
percept
indicating that it has checkmated its opponent, but it needs a performance standard to know
that
this is a good thing; the percept itself does not say so. It is important that the performance

standard is a fixed measure that is conceptually outside the agent; otherwise the agent could
adjust its performance standards to meet its behavior. In humans, this form of irrationality is
called "sour grapes" and is characterized by comments such as "Oh well, never mind, I didn't
want that stupid Nobel prize anyway."
The last component of the learning agent is the problem generator. It is responsible for
suggesting actions that will lead to new and informative experiences. The point is that if the
performance element had its way, it would keep doing the actions that are best, given what it
knows. But ifthe agent is willing to explore a little, and do some perhaps suboptimal actions in
the
short run, it might discover much better actions for the long run. The problem generator's job
is
to suggest these exploratory actions. This is what scientists do when they carry out
experiments.
Galileo did not think that dropping rocks from the top of a tower in Pisa was valuable in itself;
he was not trying to break the rocks, nor to render pedestrians unconscious. His aim was to
demonstrate a better theory of the motion of objects.
To make the overall design more concrete, let us return to the automated taxi example. The
performance element consists of whatever collection of knowledge and procedures the taxi
has
for selecting its driving actions (turning, accelerating, braking, honking, and so on). The taxi
goes
out on the road and drives, using this performance element. The learning element formulates
goals, for example, to learn better rules describing the effects of braking and accelerating, to
learn the geography of the area, to learn how the taxi behaves on wet roads, and to learn what
causes annoyance to other drivers. The critic observes the world and passes information along
to the learning element. For example, after the taxi makes a quick left turn across three lanes
of
traffic, the critic observes the shocking language used by other drivers, the learning element is
able to formulate a rule saying this was a bad action, and the performance element is modified
by installing the new rule. Occasionally, the problem generator kicks in with a suggestion: try
taking 7th Avenue uptown this time, and see if it is faster than the normal route.
The learning element is also responsible for improving the efficiency of the performance
element. For example, when asked to make a trip to a new destination, the taxi might take a
while to consult its map and plan the best route. But the next time a similar trip is requested,
the
planning process should be much faster. This is called speedup learning.
Machine learning researchers have come up with a large variety of learning elements. To
understand them, it will help to see how their design is affected by the context in which they
will
operate. The design of the learning element is affected by four major issues:

• Which components of the performance element are to be improved.
• What representation is used for those components.
• What feedback is available.
• What prior information is available.

Components of the performance element
We have seen that there are many ways to build the performance element of an agent. The
components can include the following:
1. A direct mapping from conditions on the current state to actions.
2. A means to infer relevant properties of the world from the percept sequence.
3. Information about the way the world evolves.
4. Information about the results of possible actions the agent can take.
5. Utility information indicating the desirability of world states.
6. Action-value information indicating the desirability of particular actions in particular states.
7. Goals that describe classes of states whose achievement maximizes the agent's utility.
Each of the components can be learned, given the appropriate feedback. For example, if the
agent does an action and then perceives the resulting state of the environment, this
information
can be used to learn a description of the results of actions (4). If the taxi exerts a certain braking
pressure when driving on a wet road, then it will soon find out how much actual deceleration
is
achieved. Similarly, if the critic can use the performance standard to deduce utility values from
the percepts, then the agent can learn a useful representation of its utility function (5). If the
taxi receives no tips from passengers who have been thoroughly shaken up during the trip, it
can
learn a useful component of its overall utility function. In a sense, the performance standard
can
be seen as defining a set of distinguished percepts that will be interpreted as providing direct
feedback on the quality of the agent's behavior. Hardwired performance standards such as
pain
and hunger in animals can be understood in this way.

Representation of the components
deterministic descriptions such as linear weighted polynomials for utility functions in gameplaying
programs
and
propositional
and
first-order
logical
sentences
for all of the components in a logical agent; and probabilistic descriptions such as belief

networks
for the inferential components of a decision-theoretic agent. Effective learning algorithms have
been devised for all of these. The details of the learning algorithm will be different for each
representation, but the main idea remains the same.

Available feedback
For some components, such as the component for predicting the outcome of an action, the
available feedback generally tells the agent what the correct outcome is. That is, the agent
predicts that a certain action (braking) will have a certain outcome (stopping in 10 feet), and
the
environment immediately provides a percept that describes the actual correct outcome
(stopping
in 15 feet). Any situation in which both the inputs and outputs of a component can be
perceived
is called supervised learning. (Often, the outputs are provided by a friendly teacher.)
On the other hand, in learning the condition-action component, the agent receives some
evaluation of its action (such as a hefty bill for rear-ending the car in front) but is not told the
correct action (to brake more gently and much earlier). This is called reinforcement learning;
the hefty bill is called a reinforcement.1 The subject is covered in Chapter 20.2
Learning when there is no hint at all about the correct outputs is called unsupervised
learning. An unsupervised learner can always learn relationships among its percepts using
supervised learning methods—that is, it can learn to predict its future percepts given its
previous
percepts. It cannot learn what to do unless it already has a utility function.

Prior knowledge
The majority of learning research in AI, computer science, and psychology has studied the case
in which the agent begins with no knowledge at all about what it is trying to learn. It only has
access to the examples presented by its experience. Although this is an important special case,
it
is by no means the general case. Most human learning takes place in the context of a good deal
of background knowledge. Some psychologists and linguists claim that even newborn babies
exhibit knowledge of the world. Whatever the truth of this claim, there is no doubt that prior
knowledge can help enormously in learning. A physicist examining a stack of bubble-chamber
photographs may be able to induce a theory positing the existence of a new particle of a certain
mass and charge; but an art critic examining the same stack might learn nothing more than
that
the "artist" must be some sort of abstract expressionist.

Bringing it all together
Each of the seven components of the performance element can be described mathematically
as
a function: for example, information about the way the world evolves can be described as a
function from a world state (the current state) to a world state (the next state or states); a goal
can be described as a function from a state to a Boolean value (0 or 1) indicating whether the
state
satisfies the goal. The key point is that all learning can be seen as learning the representation
of
a function. We can choose which component of the performance element to improve and how
it
is to be represented. The available feedback may be more or less useful, and we may or may
not
have any prior knowledge. The underlying problem remains the same.

Inductive Learning
In supervised learning, the learning element is given the correct (or approximately correct)
value
of the function for particular inputs, and changes its representation of the function to try to
match
the information provided by the feedback. More formally, we say an example is a pair (x,f(x)),
where x is the input and/(jt) is the output of the function applied to x. The task of pure inductive
inference (or induction) is this: given a collection of examples of/, return a function h that
approximates/. The function h is called a hypothesis.

Figure 18.2 shows an example of this from plane geometry. The examples in Figure 18.2(a)
are (x,y) points in the plane, where y = f(x), and the task is to find a function h(x) that fits the
points well. In Figure 18.2(b) we have a piecewise-linear h function, while in Figure 18.2(c) we
have a more complicated h function. Both functions agree with the example points, but differ
on the >> values they assign to other x inputs. In (d) we have a function that apparently ignores
one of the example points, but fits the others with a simple function. The true/ is unknown,
so there are many choices for h, but without further knowledge, we have no way to prefer (b),
(c), or (d). Any preference for one hypothesis over another, beyond mere consistency with the
examples, is called a bias. Because there are almost always a large number of possible
consistent
hypotheses, all learning algorithms exhibit some sort of bias. We will see many examples in this
and subsequent chapters.
To get back to agents, suppose we have a reflex agent3 that is being taught by a teacher.
Figure 18.3 shows that the REFLEX-LEARNING-ELEMENT updates a global variable, examples,
that holds a list of (percept, action) pairs. The percept could be a chess board position,
and the action could be the best move as determined by a helpful grandmaster. When the
REFLEX-PERFORMANCE-ELEMENT is faced with a percept it has been told about, it chooses the
corresponding action. Otherwise, it calls a learning algorithm INDUCE on the examples it has
seen so far. INDUCE returns a hypothesis h which the agent uses to choose an action.
There are many variants on this simple scheme. For example, the agent could perform
incremental learning: rather than applying the learning algorithm to the entire set of examples
each time a new prediction is needed, the agent couldjust try to update its old hypothesis
whenever a new example arrives. Also, the agent might receive some feedback concerning the
quality of the actions it chooses. These variants, and many others, are examined in this part.

REFLEX-PERFORMANCE-ELEMENTmakesnocommitmenttothewayinwhichthehypothesis
is
represented. Because of its expressiveness and well-understood semantics, logic has been
intensively studied as the target language for learning algorithms. In this chapter, we discuss
two
approaches to learning logical sentences: decision tree methods, which use a restricted
representation of logical sentences specifically designed for learning, and the version-space
approach, which is more general but often rather inefficient. In Chapter 19, we discuss neural
networks, which are a general representation for nonlinear, numerical functions. The linear
weighted polynomials used for game-playing evaluation functions are a special case of neural
networks. The design of learning algorithms for belief networks is also a very active area of
research
The choice of representation for the desired function is probably the most important issue
facing the designer of a learning agent. As well as affecting the nature of the learning algorithm,
it can affect whether the problem is feasible at all. As with reasoning, in learning there is
a fundamental trade-off between expressiveness—is the desired function representable in the
representation language—and efficiency—is the learning problem going to be tractable for a
given choice of representation language. If one chooses to learn sentences in a nice, expressive
language such as first-order logic, then one will probably have to pay a heavy penalty in terms
of
both computation time and the number of examples required to learn a good set of sentences.
By "a good set of sentences," we mean a set that not only correctly reflects the experiences
the agent has already had, but also one that correctly predicts its future experiences. Therein
lies one of the most vexing philosophical problems of all time. How can one possibly know that
one's learning algorithm has produced a theory that will correctly predict the future? And if

one
does not, then how can one say that the algorithm is any good? Certainly, if one cannot say for
sure that an algorithm is any good, then one cannot hope to design good learning algorithms!
In Section 18.6, we discuss a mathematical approach to the study of induction algorithms that
provides tentative answers to these questions, and also sheds considerable light on the
complexity
of learning different kinds of function representations.
LEARNING DECISION TREES
A decision tree takes as input an object or situation described by a set of properties, and
outputs a yes/no "decision." Decision trees therefore represent Boolean functions. Functions
with
a
larger
range of outputs can also be represented, but for simplicity we will usually stick to the Boolean
case. Each internal node in the tree corresponds to a test of the value of one of the properties,
and the branches from the node are labelled with the possible values of the test. Each leaf
node
in the tree specifies the Boolean value to be returned if that leaf is reached.
As an example, consider the problem of whether to wait for a table at a restaurant. The aim
here is to learn a definition for the goal predicate4 WillWait, where the definition is expressed
as a decision tree. In setting this up as a learning problem, we first have to decide what
properties or attributes are available to describe examples in the domain.6 Suppose we decide
on the following list of attributes:
1. Alternate: whether there is a suitable alternative restaurant nearby.
2. Bar. whether the restaurant has a comfortable bar area to wait in.
3. Fri/Sat: true on Fridays and Saturdays.
4. Hungry: whether we are hungry.
5. Patrons: how many people are in the restaurant (values are None, Some, and Full).
6. Price: the restaurant's price range ($, $$, $$$).
7. Raining: whether it is raining outside.
8. Reservation: whether we made a reservation.
9. Type: the kind of restaurant (French, Italian, Thai, or Burger).
10. WaitEstimate: the wait estimated by the host (0-10 minutes, 10-30, 30-60, >60).
The decision tree usually used by the first author for this domain is shown in Figure 18.4. Notice
that the tree does not use the Price and Type attributes, considering these to be irrelevant
given the data it has seen. Logically, the tree can be expressed as a conjunction of individual
implications corresponding to the paths through the tree ending in Yes nodes.

Expressiveness of decision trees
If decision trees correspond to sets of implication sentences, a natural question is whether
they
can represent any set. The answer is no, because decision trees are implicitly limited to talking
about a single object. That is, the decision tree language is essentially prepositional, with each
attribute test being a proposition. We cannot use decision trees to represent tests that refer
to
two
or
more
different
objects,
for
example,
Σ^2 Nearby(r2, r) A Price(r,p) A Price(r2,p2) A Cheaper(p2,p)
(is there a cheaper restaurant nearby). Obviously, we could add another Boolean attribute with
the name CheaperRestaurantNearby, but it is intractable to add all such attributes.
Decision trees are fully expressive within the class of prepositional languages, that is, any
Boolean function can be written as a decision tree. This can be done trivially by having each
row
in the truth table for the function correspond to a path in the tree. This would not necessarily
be

a good way to represent the function, because the truth table is exponentially large in the
number
of attributes. Clearly, decision trees can represent many functions with much smaller trees.
For some kinds of functions, however, this is a real problem. For example, if the function
is the parity function, which returns 1 if and only if an even number of inputs are 1, then an
exponentially large decision tree will be needed. It is also difficult to use a decision tree to
represent a majority function, which returns 1 if more than half of its inputs are 1.
In other words, decision trees are good for some kinds of functions, and bad for others.
Is there any kind of representation that is efficient for all kinds of functions? Unfortunately,
the answer is no. We can show this in a very general way. Consider the set of all Boolean
functions on n attributes. How many different functions are in this set? This is just the number
of different truth tables that we can write down, because the function is defined by its truth
table.
The truth table has 2" rows, because each input case is described by n attributes. We can
consider
the "answer" column of the table as a 2" bit number that defines the function. No matter what
representation we use for functions, some of the functions (almost all of them, in fact) are
going
to require at least this many bits to represent.
If it takes 2" bits to define the function, this means that there are 22" different functions
on n attributes. This is a scary number. For example, with just six Boolean attributes, there are
about 2 x 1019 different functions to choose from. We will need some ingenious algorithms to
find consistent hypotheses in such a large space.
LEARNING GENERAL LOGICAL DESCRIPTIONS
In this section, we examine ways in which more general kinds of logical representations can be
learned. In the process, we will construct a general framework for understanding learning algoalgorithms, centered around the idea that inductive learning can be viewed as a process of
searching for a good hypothesis in a large space—the hypothesis space—defined by the
representation language chosen for the task. We will also explain what is going on in logical
terms: the logical connections among examples, hypotheses, and the goal. Although this may
seem like a lot of extra work at first, it turns out to clarify many of the issues in learning. It
enables us to go well beyond the simple capabilities of the decision tree learning algorithm,
and allows us to use the full power of logical inference in the service of learning.
Hypotheses
The situation is usually this: we start out with a goal predicate, which we will generically call Q(For example, in the restaurant domain, Q will be WillWait.) Q will be a unary predicate, and
we
are trying to find an equivalent logical expression that we can use to classify examples correctly.
Each hypothesis proposes such an expression, which we call a candidate definition of the goal

predicate. Using C, to denote the candidate definition, each hypothesis //; is a sentence of the
form V'x Q(x) o C,-(;c). For example, the decision tree shown in Figure 18.8 expresses the
following logical definition (which we will call Hr for future reference):
Mr WillWait(r) O Patrons{r,Some)
V Patrpns(r, Full) A ~^Hungry(r)A Type(r,French)
V Patrons(r, Full) A -^Hungry(r)A Type(r, Thai) A Fri/Sat(r)
V Patrons(r, Full) A -^Hungry(r)A Type(rfiurger)
The hypothesis space is then the set of all hypotheses that the learning algorithm is designed
to entertain. For example, the DECISION-TREE-LEARNING algorithm can entertain any decision
tree hypothesis defined in terms of the attributes provided; its hypothesis space therefore
consists
of all these decision trees. We will generically use the letter H to denote the hypothesis space
{H\,... ,Hn). Presumably, the learning algorithm believes that one of the hypotheses is correct;
that is, it believes the sentence
H1 V H2 V H3 V... V Hn
Each hypothesis predicts that a certain set of examples—namely, those that satisfy its
candidate
definition—will be examples of the goal predicate. This set is called the extension of the
predicate. Two hypotheses with different extensions are therefore logically inconsistent with
each other, because they disagree on their predictions for at least one example. If they have
the
same extension, they are logically equivalent.
Current-best-hypothesis search
The idea behind current-best-hypothesis search is to maintain a single hypothesis, and to
adjust
it as new examples arrive in order to maintain consistency. The basic algorithm was described
by John Stuart Mill A843), and may well have appeared even earlier. Suppose we have some
hypothesis such as Hr, of which we have grown quite fond. As long as each new example is
consistent, we need do nothing. Then along comes a false negative example, X^. What do we
do?
Figure 18.10(a) shows Hr schematically as a region: everything inside the rectangle is part of
the extension of//,-. The examples that have actually been seen so far are shown as "+" or "-",
and we see that H, correctly categorizes all the examples as positive or negative examples of
Will Wait. In Figure 18.10(b), a new example (circled) is a false negative: the hypothesis says it
should be negative but it is actually positive. The extension of the hypothesis must be increased
to include it. This is called generalization; one possible generalization is shown in Figure
18.10(c).

Then in Figure 18.10(d), we see a false positive: the hypothesis says the new example (circled)
should be positive, but it actually is negative. The extension of the hypothesis must be
decreased
to exclude the example. This is called specialization; in Figure 18.10(e) we see one possible
specialization of the hypothesis.

We have defined generalization and specialization as operations that change the extension of
a hypothesis. Now we need to determine exactly how they can be implemented as syntactic
operations that change the candidate definition associated with the hypothesis, so that a
program
can carry them out. This is done by first noting that generalization and specialization are also
logical relationships between hypotheses. If hypothesis H\, with definition C,, is a
generalization
of hypothesis H2 with definition C2, then we must have
Vx C2(x) =>• CiQc)
Therefore in order to construct a generalization of H2, we simply need to find a definition C\
that is logically implied by C2. This is easily done. For example, if C2(x) is Alternateix) A
Patrons(x, Some), then one possible generalization is given by Ci (x) — Patronsfx, Some). This
is called dropping conditions. Intuitively, it generates a weaker definition and therefore allows
a larger set of positive examples. There are a number of other generalization operations,
depending on the language being operated on. Similarly, we can specialize a hypothesis by
adding extra conditions to its candidate definition or by removing disjuncts from a disjunctive
definition. Let us see how this works on the restaurant example, using the data in Figure 18.5.
• The first example X\ is positiveAhernate(X\) is true, so let us assume an initial hypothesis
Hi: Vx WillWait(x) <?> Alternate(x)
• The second example X2 is negative.//i predicts it to be positive, so it is a false positive.
Therefore, we need to specialize Hi. This can be done by adding an extra condition that

will rule outX2. One possibility is H2 : Vx WMWait(x)& Alternate(x) A Patrons(x, Some)
• The third example^ is positive./^ predicts it to be negative, so it is a false negative.
Therefore, we need to generalize H2. This can be done by dropping the Alternate condition,
Yielding H3: Vx WillWait{x)& Patronsix, Some)
• The fourth exampleY4 is positive. H3 predicts it to be negative, so it is a false negative.
We therefore need to generalize H^. We cannot drop the Patrons condition, because that
would yield an all-inclusive hypothesis that would be inconsistent withX2. One possibility
is to add a disjunct: H4 : Vx WillWait(x) <=> Patwns(x, Some) V (Patrons(x,Full) A Fri/Sat(x))
TheCURRENT-BEST-LEARNING algorithm misdescribed non deterministically, because at
anypoint,
there may be several possible specializations or generalizations that can be applied. The
choices
that are made will not necessarily lead to the simplest hypothesis, and may lead to an
unrecoverable situation where no simple modification of the hypothesis is consistent with all
of the data. In such cases, the program must backtrack to a previous choice point.
TheCURRENT-BEST-LEARNINGalgorithmanditsvariantshavebeenusedinamanymachine
learning systems, starting with Patrick Winston's A970) "arch-learning" program. With a large
number of instances and a large space, however, some difficulties arise:
1. Checking all the previous instances over again for each modification is very expensive.
2. It is difficult to find good search heuristics, and backtracking all over the place can take
forever. As we saw earlier, hypothesis space can be a doubly exponentially large place.
Least-commitment search
Backtracking arises because the current-best-hypothesis approach has to choose a particular
hypothesis as its best guess even though it does not have enough data yet to be sure of the
choice. What we can do instead is to keep around all and only those hypotheses that are
consistent with all the data so far. Each new instance will either have no effect or will get rid
of some of the hypotheses. Recall that the original hypothesis space can be viewed as a
disjunctive sentence
Hl V H1 V Hi...V Hn
As various hypotheses are found to be inconsistent with the examples, this disjunction shrinks,
retaining only those hypotheses not ruled out. Assuming that the original hypothesis space
does in fact contain the right answer, the reduced disjunction must still contain the right
answer because only incorrect hypotheses have been removed. The set of hypotheses
remaining is called the version space, and the learning algorithm (sketched in Figure 18.12) is
called the version space learning algorithm (also the candidate elimination algorithm).

One important property of this approach is that it is incremental: one never has to go back
and reexamine the old examples. All remaining hypotheses are guaranteed to be consistent
with them anyway. It is also a least-commitment algorithm because it makes no arbitrary
choices
(cf. the partial-order planning algorithm in Chapter 11). But there is an obvious problem. We
already said that the hypothesis space is enormous, so how can we possibly write down this
enormous disjunction?
The following simple analogy is very helpful. How do you represent all the real numbers
between 1 and 2? After all, there is an infinite number of them! The answer is to use an interval
representation that just specifies the boundaries of the set: [1,2]. It works because we have an
ordering on the real numbers.
We also have an ordering on the hypothesis space, namely, generalization/specialization. This
is a partial ordering, which means that each boundary will not be a point but rather a set of
hypotheses called a boundary set. The great thing is that we can represent the entire version
space using just two boundary sets: a most general boundary (the G-set) and a most specific
boundary (the S-set). Everything in between is guaranteed to be consistent with the examples.
Before we prove this, let us recap:
• The current version space is the set of hypotheses consistent with all the examples so fa
It is represented by the S-set and G-set, each of which is a set of hypotheses.
• Every member of the S-set is consistent with all observations so far, and there are n
consistent hypotheses that are more specific.
• Every member of the G-set is consistent with all observations so far, and there are n
consistent hypotheses that are more general.
We want the initial version space (before any examples have been seen) to represent all
possible

hypotheses. We do this by setting the G-set to contain just True (the hypothesis that contains
everything), and the S-set to contain just False (the hypothesis whose extension is empty).
Figure 18.13 shows the general structure of the boundary set representation of the version
space. In order to show that the representation is sufficient, we need the following two
properties:
1. Every consistent hypothesis (other than those in the boundary sets) is more specific than
some member of the G-set, and more general than some member of the S-set. (That is, there
are no "stragglers" left outside.) This follows directly from the definitions of S and G. If there
were a straggler h, then it would have to be no more specific than any member of G, in which
case it belongs in G; or no more general than any member of S, in which case it belongs in S.
2. Every hypothesis more specific than some member of the G-set and more general than some
member of the S-set is a consistent hypothesis. (That is, there are no "holes" between the
boundaries.) Any h between S and G must reject all the negative examples rejected by each
member of G (because it is more specific), and must accept all the positive examples accepted
by any member of S (because it is more general). Thus, h must agree with all the examples, and
therefore cannot be inconsistent. Figure 18.14 shows the situation: there are no known
examples outside S but inside G, so any hypothesis in the gap must be consistent. We have
therefore shown that ifS&nd G are maintained according to their definitions, then they provide
a satisfactory representation of the version space. The only remaining problem is how to
update S and G for a new example (thejob of the VERSION-SPACE-UPDATE function). This may
appear rather complicated at first, but from the definitions and with the help of Figure 18.13,
it is not too hard to reconstruct the algorithm. We need to worry about the members S; and
Gt of the S- and G-sets. For each one, the new instance may be a false positive or a false
negative.
1. False positive for 5,: This meansS, is too general, but there are no consistent specialization;
of Si (by definition), so we throw it out of the S-set.
2. False negative for st: This means 5,- is too specific, so we replace it by all its immediate
generalizations.
3. False positive for G,: This means G, is too general, so we replace it by all its immediate
specializations.
4. False negative for Gt: This means G, is too specific, but there are no consistent generalizageneralizations of G, (by definition) so we throw it out of the G-set.

We continue these operations for each new instance until one of three things happens:
1. We have exactly one concept left in the version space, in which case we return it as the
unique hypothesis.
2. The version space collapses—either S or G becomes empty, indicating that there are no
consistent hypotheses for the training set. This is the same case as the failure of the simple
version of the decision tree algorithm.
3. We run out of examples with several hypotheses remaining in the version space. This means
the version space represents a disjunction of hypotheses. For any new example, if all the
disjuncts agree, then we can return their classification of the example. If they disagree, one

possibility is to take the majority vote. We leave as an exercise the application of the VERSIONSPACE-LEARNING algorithm to the restaurant data.

Unit – V: AI in Robotics
Perception
Perception provides agents with information about the world they inhabit. Perception is
initiated by sensors. A sensor is anything that can change the computational state of the agent
in response to a change in the state of the world. It could be as simple as a one-bit sensor that
detects whether a switch is on or off, or as complex as the retina of the human eye, which
contains more than a hundred million photosensitive elements.
There are a variety of sensory modalities that are available to artificial agents. Those they share
with humans include vision, hearing, and touch. In this chapter, our focus will be on vision,
because this is by far the most useful sense for dealing with the physical world. Touch, or tactile
sensing where we examine its use in dextrous manipulation by robots. We will not have all that
much to say about the design of sensors themselves. The main focus will be on the processing
of the raw information that they provide. The basic approach taken is to first understand how
sensory stimuli are created by the world, and then to ask the following question: if sensory
stimuli are produced in such and such a way by the world, then what must the world have been
like to produce this particular stimulus? We can write a crude mathematical analogue of this
question. Let the sensory stimulus be S, and let W be the world (where W will include the agent
itself). If the function/describes the way in which the world generates sensory stimuli, then we
have
S =f(W)
Now, our question is: given/ and S, what can be said about W? A straightforward approach
would try to calculate what the world is like by inverting the equation for generating the
stimulus:
W=f-1 (S)
Unfortunately, f does not have a proper inverse. For one thing, we cannot see around
corners, so we cannot recover all aspects of the current world state from the stimulus.
Moreover, even the part we can see is enormously ambiguous. A key aspect of the study of
perception is to understand what additional information can be brought to bear to resolve
ambiguity. A second, and perhaps more important, drawback of the straightforward
approach is that it is trying to solve too difficult a problem. In many cases, the agent does not
need to know everything about the world. Sometimes, just one or two predicates are
needed—such as "Is there any obstacle in front of me?" or "Is that an electrical outlet over
there?" In order to understand what sorts of processing we will need to do, let us look at
some of the possible uses for vision:
Manipulation: grasping, insertion, and so on, need local shape information and feedback

("getting closer, too far to the right,...) for motor control.
Navigation: finding clear paths, avoiding obstacles, and calculating one's current velocity and
orientation.
Object recognition: a useful skill for distinguishing between tasty mice and dangerous
carnivores; edible and inedible objects; close relations and strangers; ordinary vehicles,
Volvos, and police cars.
Image formation
Vision works by gathering light scattered from objects in the scene and creating a 2-D image.
In order to use this image to obtain information about the scene, we have to understand the
geometry of the process.
Pinhole camera
The simplest way to form an image is to use a pinhole camera (Figure 24.1). Let P be a point
in the scene, with coordinates (X, Y, Z), and P' be its image on the image plane, with
coordinates (x,y,z). If/ is the distance from the pinhole 0 to the image plane, then by similar
triangles, we can derive the following equations:

Note that the image is inverted, both left-right and up-down, compared to the scene as
indicated in the equations by the negative signs. These equations define an image formation
process known as perspective projection.
Equivalently, we can model the perspective projection process with the projection plane
being at a distance/ infront of the pinhole. This device of imagining a projection surface in
front was first recommended to painters in the Italian Renaissance by Alberti in 1435 as a
technique for constructing geometrically accurate depictions of a three-dimensional scene.

For our purposes, the main advantage of this model is that it avoids lateral inversion and
thereby eliminates the negative signs in the perspective projection equations.
Under perspective projection, parallel lines appear to converge to a point on the horizon —
think of railway tracks. Let us see why this must be so. We know from vector calculus that an
arbitrary point A on the line passing through (X,h Y0,Z0) in the direction C7- V, W) is given by
(Xo + XU,Yo+ XV, Zo + AW), with A varying between +00 and —00. The projection of *a on the
image plane is given by

As A — dc or A dc , this becomes p^ = (fU/WJV/\Mf W^O. We call^oc the vanishing
point associated with the family of straight lines with direction (U, V, W). It does not depend
on the point (X(), Yo,ZQ)throUgh which the straight line in the scene passes, only on the
direction.
If the object is relatively shallow compared to its distance from the camera, we can apapproximate perspective projection by scaled orthographic projection. The idea is the
following. If the depth Z of points on the object varies in some range Zo + AZ, with AZ <C Zo,
then the perspective scaling factor//Zcan be approximated by a constant s =f/Z0. The equations
for projection from the scene coordinates (X, Y,Z)to the image plane become x = sX and y = sY.
Note that scaled orthographic projection is an approximation valid only for parts of the scene
with not much internal depth variation. It should not be used to study properties "in the large."
An example to convince you of the need for caution: under orthographic projection, parallel
lines stay parallel instead of converging to a vanishing point!
Lens systems
Vertebrate eyes and real cameras use a lens. A lens is much wider than a pinhole, enabling it
to let in more light. This is paid for by the fact that not all the scene can be in sharp focus at
the same time. The image of an object at distance Z in the scene is produced at a fixed distance
from the lens Z', where the relation between Z and Z' is given by the lens equation

where/ is the focal length of the lens. Given a certain choice of image distance Z'o between the
nodal point of the lens and the image plane, scene points with depths in a range around Zo,
where Zo is the corresponding object distance, will be imaged in reasonably sharp focus. This
range of depths in the scene is referred to as the depth of field.
Note that because the object distance Z is typically much greater than the image distance

Z' or/, we often make the following approximation:

Thus, the image distance Z' «/. We can therefore continue to use the pinhole camera
perspective projection equations to describe the geometry of image formation in a lens
system. In order to focus objects at different distances Z, the lens in the eye (see Figure 24.2)
changes shape, whereas the lens in a camera moves in the Z-direction.
The image plane is coated with photosensitive material:
• Silver halides on photographic film.
• Rhodopsin and variants in the retina.
• Silicon circuits in the CCD (charge-coupled device) camera. Each site in a CCD integrates
the electrons released by photon absorption for a fixed time period.
Photometry of image formation
The brightness of a pixel/? in the image is proportional to the amount of light directed toward
the camera by the surface patch Sp that projects to pixel p. This in turn depends on the
reflectance properties of Sp, the position and distribution of the light sources. There is also a
dependence on the reflectance properties of the rest of the scene because other scene
surfaces can serve as indirect light sources by reflecting light received by them onto Sp.
The light reflected from an object is characterized as being either diffusely or specularly
reflected. Diffusely reflected light is light that has penetrated below the surface of an object,
been absorbed, and then re-emitted. The surface appears equally bright to an observer in any
direction. Lambert's cosine law is used to describe the reflection of light from a perfectly
diffusing or Lambertian surface. The intensity E of light reflected from a perfect diffuser is given
by

where Eo is the intensity of the light source; p is the albedo, which varies from 0 (for perfectly
black surfaces) to 1 (for pure white surfaces); and 0 is the angle between the light direction
and the surface normal.
Specularly reflected light is reflected from the outer surface of the object. Here the energy
of reflected light is concentrated primarily in a particular direction—the one where the
reflected ray is in the same plane as the incident ray and satisfies the condition that the angle
of reflection is equal to the angle of incidence. This is the behavior of a perfect mirror.
In real life, surfaces exhibit a combination of diffuse and specular properties. Modelling

this on the computer is the bread and butter of computer graphics. Rendering realistic images
is usually done by ray tracing, which aims to simulate the physical process of light originating
from light sources and being reflected and rereflected multiple times. The shape-from-shading
problem in computer vision is aimed at inverting the process, that is, starting from the
"rendered" image and figuring out the layout of the three-dimensional scene that gave rise to
it.
Spectrophotometry of image formation
We have been talking of image intensity I(x,y, t), merrily ignoring the fact that visible light
comes in a range of wavelengths—ranging from 400 nm on the violet end of the spectrum to
700 nm on the red end. Given that there is a continuum of wavelengths, what does it mean
that we have three primary colors? The explanation is that color is quite literally in the eye of
the beholder. There are three different cone types in the eye with three different spectral
sensitivity curves Rk(λ)- The output of the Mi cone at location (x,y) at time t then is Ik(x,y, t) = f
I(x,y, t, \)Rk(X) λ. The infinite dimensional wavelength space has been projected to a threedimensional color space. This means that we ought to think of / as a three-dimensional vector
at (x,y, t). Because the eye maps many different frequency spectra into the same color
sensation, we should expect that there METAMERS exist metamers—different light spectra
that appear the same to a human.
Segmentation
Segmentation of the image is a key step towards organizing the array of image pixels into
regions that would correspond to semantically meaningful entities in the scene. For
recognition, we would like to know what features belong together so that one could compare
them with stored models; to grasp an object, one needs to know what belongs together as an
object.
Edge detection, as discussed in the last section, is a useful first step toward image and scene
segmentation, but not adequate by itself. This is because of two reasons: (a) some fraction of
the edge curves that correspond to surface boundaries may be low contrast and not get
detected;
(b) many of the edge curves that are detected may correspond to noise, surface markings, or
shadows. Segmentation is best viewed as part of extraction of 3-D information about the
scene.
Determining the position and orientation of an object relative to the observer (the so-called
pose of the object) is most important for manipulation and navigation tasks. To move around
in a grocery store, one needs to know the locations of the obstacles, so that one can plan a
path avoiding them. If one wants to pick up and grasp an object, one needs to know its position
relative to the hand so that an appropriate trajectory of moves could be generated.
Manipulation and navigation actions typically are done in a control loop setting—the sensory

information provides feedback to modify the motion of the robot, or the robot arm. In fact,
often we may be interested more in relative change of position.
Let us specify position and orientation in mathematical terms. The position of a point P in
the scene is characterized by three numbers, the (X, Y, Z) coordinates of P in a coordinate frame
with its origin at the pinhole and the Z-axis along the optical axis (Figure 24.1). What we have
available is the perspective projection of the point in the image (x, v). This specifies the ray
from the pinhole along which P lies; what we do not know is the distance. The term
"orientation" could be used in two senses:
1. The orientation of the object as a whole. This can be specified in terms of a threedimensional rotation relating its coordinate frame to that of the camera.
2. The orientation of the surface of the object at P. This can be specified by a vector n that
specifies the direction of the unit surface normal vector, which is locally perpendicular to
the surface. Often we express the surface orientation using the variables slant and tilt.
Slant is the angle between the Z-axis and n. Tilt is the angle between the X-axis and the
projection of n on the image plane.
Motion
If the camera moves relative to the three-dimensional scene, the resulting apparent motion in
the image is called optical flow. This describes the direction and speed of motion of features in
the image as a result of relative motion between the viewer and the scene. In Figure 24.8, we
show two frames from a video of a rotating Rubik's cube. Figure 24.9 shows the optical flow
vectors computed from these images. The optical flow encodes useful information about scene
structure.
For example, when viewed from a moving car, distant objects have much slower apparent
motion than close objects; thus, the rate of apparent motion can tell us something about
distance. The optical flow vector field can be represented by its components vx(x,y) in the xdirection and vv(x, v)in the y-direction. To measure optical flow, we need to find corresponding
points between one time frame and the next. We exploit the fact that image patches around
corresponding points have similar intensity patterns. Consider a block of pixels centered at
pixel p, (xo,yo) at time to. This block of pixels is to be compared with pixel blocks centered at
various candidate pixels q-, at (xo + Dx,y0 + A) at time to + A- One possible measure of similarity
is the sum of squared differences (SSD):

Here (x, y) range over pixels in the block centered at (x0, >o) the SSD. The optical flow (xo,vo)
is then

Contour
When we look at a line drawing, such as Figure 24.19, we get a vivid perception of 3-D shape
and layout. How? After all, we saw earlier that there is an infinity of scene configurations that

can give rise to the same line drawing. Note that we get even a perception of surface slant and
tilt. It could be due to a combination of high-level knowledge about typical shapes as well as
some low-level constraints.
We will consider the qualitative knowledge available from a line drawing. The task of
determining the actual significance of each line in an image is called line labelling, and was one
of the first tasks studied in computer vision. For now, let us deal with a simplified model of the
world where the objects have no surface marks and where the lines due to illumination
discontinuities like shadow edges and specularities have been removed in some preprocessing
step, enabling us to limit our attention to line drawings where each line corresponds either to
a depth or orientation discontinuity.
Each line then can be classified as either the projection of a limb (the locus of points on the
surface where the line of sight is tangent to the surface) or as an edge (a surface normal
discontinuity). Additionally, each edge can be classified as a convex, concave, or occluding
edge.
For occluding edges and limbs, we would like to determine which of the two surfaces bordering
the curve in the line drawing is nearer in the scene. These inferences can be represented by
giving each line one of 6 possible line labels as illustrated in Figure 24.20.

The four ways in which three plane surfaces can come together at a vertex are shown in Figure
24.21. These cases have been constructed by taking a cube and dividing it into eight octants.
We want to generate the different possible trihedral vertices at the center of the cube by filling
in various octants. The vertex labeled 1 corresponds to 1 filled octant, 3 to 3 filled octants, and
so on. Readers should convince themselves that these are indeed all the possibilities. For
example, if one fills two octants in a cube, one cannot construct a valid trihedral vertex at the
center. Note also that these four cases correspond to different combinations of convex and
concave edges that meet at the vertex.
The three edges meeting at the vertex partition the surrounding space into eight octants. A
vertex can be viewed from any of the octants not occupied by solid material. Moving the
viewpoint within a single octant does not result in a picture with different junction types. The
vertex labeled 1 in Figure 24.21 can be viewed from any of the remaining seven octants to give
the junction labels in Figure 24.22.

An exhaustive listing of the different ways each vertex can be viewed results in the possipossibilities shown in Figure 24.23. We get four different junction types which can be
distinguished in the image: L-, Y-, arrow, and T-junctions. L-junctions correspond to two visible
edges. Y- and arrow junctions correspond to a triple of edges—in a Y-junction none of the three
angles is greater than ∏. T-junctions are associated with occlusion. When a nearer, opaque
surface blocks the view of a more distant edge, one obtains a continuous edge meeting a half
edge. The four T-junction labels correspond to the occlusion of four different types of edges.
When using this junction dictionary to find a labeling for the line drawing, the problem is to
determine which junction interpretations are globally consistent. Consistency is forced by the
rule that each line in the picture must be assigned one and only one label along its entire
length.

USING VISION FOR MANIPULATION AND NAVIGATION
One of the principal uses of vision is to provide information for manipulating objects—picking
them up, grasping, twirling, and so on—as well as navigating in a scene while avoiding
obstacles. The capability to use vision for these purposes is present in the most primitive of
animal visual systems. Perhaps the evolutionary origin of the vision sense can be traced back
to the presence of a photosensitive spot on one end of an organism that enabled it to orient
itself toward (or away from) the light. Flies use vision based on optic flow to control their
landing responses.
Mobile robots moving around in an environment need to know where the obstacles are,
where free space corridors are available, and so on.
Let us study the use of vision in driving in detail. Consider the tasks for the driver of the
car in the bottom left corner of Figure 24.24.
1. Keep moving at a reasonable speed vo.
2. Lateral control—ensure that the vehicle remains securely within its lane, that is, keep
d, = dr.
3. Longitudinal control—ensure that there is a safe distance di between it and the vehicle in
front of it.
4. Monitor vehicles in neighboring lanes (at distances d1 and d3)and be prepared for
appropriate maneuvers if one of them decides to change lanes.
The problem for the driver is to generate appropriate steering, actuation or braking actions to
best accomplish these tasks. Focusing specifically on lateral and longitudinal control, what
information is needed for these tasks?
For lateral control, one needs to maintain a representation of the position and orientation
of the car relative to the lane. The view of the road from a camera mounted on a car is shown
in Figure 24.25. We detect edges corresponding to the lane marker segments and then fit
smooth curves to these. The parameters of these curves carry information about the lateral
position of the car, the direction it is pointing relative to the lane, and the curvature of the
lane. This information, along with the dynamics of the car, is all that is needed by the steering
control system. Note also that because from every frame to the next frame there is only a small
change in the position of the projection of the lane in the image, one knows where to look for
the lane markers in the image—in the figure, this is indicated by showing the search windows.
For longitudinal control, one needs to know distances to the vehicles in front. This can be
accomplished using binocular stereopsis or optical flow. Both these approaches can be
simplified by exploiting the domain constraints derived from the fact that one is driving on a
planar surface. Using these techniques, Dickmanns and Zapp A987) have demonstrated visually
controlled car driving on freeways at high speeds. Pomerleau A993) achieved similar
performance using a neural network approach.
The driving example makes one point very clear for a specific task, one does not need to
recover all the information that in principle can be recovered from an image. One does not

need to recover the exact shape of every vehicle, solve for shape-from-texture on the grass
surface adjacent to the freeway, and so on. The needs of the task require only certain kinds of
information and one can gain considerable computational speed and robustness by recovering
only that information and fully exploiting the domain constraints. Our purpose in discussing
the general approaches in the previous section was that they form the basic theory, which one
can specialize for the needs of particular tasks.

